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A 1943 M. C. Escher/Cordon Art -

Bddnl Holllnii
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:::

Reptiles {19a3)by M. C. Escher

contrasting shadrs E-' -:.:::-'.' r; rri them has
tired oi lying ilat anJ l;-: :.r::-:ri:i his ie11ows, so

f,f, AURITS CORNELIS ESCHER (t898-L972lis indeed
l[f the "mathematicians' favorrte" and a natural to participate in this issue devoted to group theory.
"Reptiles" is one of a number of works Escher characterized as " afl interplay between the stiff, crystallised
two-dimensional figures of a regular pattem and the individual freedom of three-dimensional creatures capable
of moving about in space without hindrance." He goes
on in a curiously sociological vein: "On the one han{ the
members of planes of collectivity come to iife in space;
on the other, the free individuals sink back and lose
themselves in the community."
Here's how Escher described "Reptiles":
The life cycle of a little alligator. Amid all kinds
of objects, a drawing book lies open, and the drawing on view is a mosaic of reptilian figures in three

he puts one plastic-ll:k:::: -. r ,:,,-er the edge oi the
book, wrenches hrms:L n-i .:rc -aunches out rrrrr)
real life. He clirnbs up :le ::.;k ,ri a book on zoology and works hrs lab,rn--u. .,rav up the slippen'

slope of a setsquare to rr. hrllest point oi his
existence. Then aiter a qurci snort, tired but fulfilled, he goes dolvnhrll agarn vra an ashtray, to
the level surface, to that ilat drarring paper, and
meekly rejoins hrs erstuhiie iriends, taking up
once more his function as an elernent oi suriacedivision. lThe CraphicWork of NI. C. Eschez, New
York: Ballantine Books, 1971, p. 12)

In

case you're wondering: the "little book of |ob," as
Escher puts it, contains Belgian cigarette papers.
Turn to the Kaleidoscope for a fascinating look at
Escher through the prism of group theory.
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The unfortunate gen.leman on our
cover is having his face rearranged brrepeated application of a cyclic permutation of his eyes, ears, nose, and
mouth. The fact that these six teatures retain their shapes, even when
appearing in very odd positions, lends
a certain fearful symmetry to the re-

sulting series of portraits. Although
this particular sort of symmetry may
not improve our friend's appearance/
various forms of symmetry are often
aesthetically pleasing. The study of
symmetry has led to one of the most
beautiful o{ mathematical theories:
the theory of groups.
The mathematical content o{ this
issue is devoted entirely to different
aspects of group theory. You may not
have encountered it in your high
school curriculum, so we hope
Qunntum can hclp you get a grip on
groups.
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predominantly high school readership.
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Helsinki, Finland
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international competition among pre-university students from more than 32 nations. At the lnternational Physics Olympiad, the competitors are asked to solve challenging theoreticai and experimental
physics ptoblems. The 20 members of the U.S. Physics Team are selected through tu.o competitive
examinations. Team members are invited to attend a nine-day training camp held il iate \1a1'or early
June duting which team members will refine their problem-solving and laboratory skilIs. The top five
members will represent the U.S. Physics Team at the competition in Finland. Team mernbers'
expenses are paid by the contributors to the U.S. Physics Team.
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ReachinU haclr
Lessons from the Black Hills
HAVE HEARD OF A NATIVE
American who leads hiking expedltiom for young people"in ihe
Black Hills of South Dakota. Before stepping out into the exhilarat-

I
I
I
I

ing but rough terrain, the hikers must

follow three simple rules: (1)
No whining (just say what you need
and we'll try to find a solution); (2)
agree to

Help the person behind you (we're al1

in this together),

(31

Have fun

(tlll

your mind with positive thoughts).
Now, I don't suppose any Quantum readers are whiners, and I'm
sure you have fun readrng this beautiful but rocky magazine. In iact, I'm
sure you enjoy leaming ur general. So
i'd like to focus on the second rule:
Help the person behind you.
No doubt you've heard that the
United States faces a major crisis in

science education. Maybe you're
tired of hearing it. After all, you're
doing just fine. You're headed to a
good university and possibly a satisfying career in science or technology.
But what will your working environment be like in 10 or 20 years? What
will society be like then? Will there
be anyone outside your field who can
understand what you're engaged in?
Not many young people in this

country are like Quantum readers.
Only about 20o/" of high school
graduates in the US study physics
and the math required for physics.
Since only ab out 70oh of students entering 9th grade eventually graduate,
only about 14% of Americans ever
ieam physics and the related mathematics. Those of you who also study
a second year of physics or advanced

math are members of an
smaller population.

even

The sad truth is that far more of
your friends could learn physics and
mathematics than do so. In fact, aImost everyone can learn these subjects at rather high levels, but most
don't because they're led early on to
believe that they can't handle them.
They're made to ieel that it takes
some special aptitude or talent. A
great body oi er-idence now shows
that this rs simplr-nor true. There
are, among r-ou individuals with extraordinarr- talent in math and physics l'ut:ho5tr Fersons are rare in-

deed-onh' abour one

in 10,000

students. The resr oi you study hard
and ta<e pleasure in learning math
and r,hr srcs That's rvhat keeps you
goLnq

\luch oi ir har I m saying was
stimulated b1- a recent report of the
Carnegie Commissron on Science,
Technologl', and Govemrnent. The
report cites er.idence to dlscredit four
failacies: i11 "math and science ability is innate, and that many or most
young people cannot learn mathematics and science," i2) "women
and minorities u,i1l not be in the
front ranks of technical achievement," (3) "students disadvantaged
by poverty, race, or language in urban
and rural schools are not needed to
support the technical base of this
country,//and (4J "these subjects are
only important for the immediately
college bound." The point, of coursg
is that our nation needs all of its talent,
andwe cannot affordto wastetalent using these fallacies as excuses.

You know a 1ot of your friends
who don't do well in school, and you
know that many of them are pretty
smart. You also know that, unlike

you, they're unmotivated and uninterested. But I think "all human be-

ings by nature desire to know"
(Aristotle, slightly updated). Help
them if you can. Share your interest
and enthusiasm with them so that
they, too, gain some satisfaction in
learning something they thought
they couldn't. Then they'll iearn
quite well on their own.
Manywho don't leam science and
math are from disadvantaged groups,
most of them are categoized as "mi-

norities." Many sharp minds are aIlowed to go to waste through our
neglect. You who read Quantum
regularly are mainly from among the
"advantaged," and your advantage
continues to grow in the form of
awards, scholarships, and attention
in school. It's very hard for your
equally able peers, who haven't had
your good fortune, to compete. We
can't help but admire their enorrnous
drive. But all of us are obliged to help
others, because none of us can say, "I

did

it all by myself."

One importantway you can help
is to set aside some time in your life
to teach (or tutor). Spend two or three
years teaching. Maybe you'1llike it

and keep doing

it indefinitely. If

you've ever helped a younger sibhng
leam to ride a bike or conquer a tough
equation, youhave aninkling of the satisfaction and enjoyment of teaching.
It's good to set your sights high
and strive to achieve your goals. But
it's also good to look back once in a

while and extend a hand to your
friends who started climbing after
a little help and

you or who just need
encouragement.

-BillG.
OUIIJIU lll/PU BI.ISIIIfl
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Atten-SHUN! The topic for today

is: Finite

Groups

by Alexey Sosinsky

HE NOTION OF A "GROUP,"
viewed only 30 years ago as the
epitome of sophistication, is to-

t,/\
)-->

day one of the mathematical
concepts most widely used in phys-

ics, chemistry, biochemistry, and
mathematics itself.In 1955 |ames R,
Newman, editor of The World of
Mathematics, descnbed group theory
as "the supreme example of the art of
mathematical abstraction. " Actu-

though, groups-especially finire groups-are everyday things, on
apart say I with countrng numbers (integers); they're more fundamental
and much simpler than lots of things
you've been taught in school, like
plane geometry or infinite decimal
fractions (real numbers).

#

#,

$(

"f
-T-

a111,

Some illusll'alions: gl'oups 0l actions

A family of actions that can be
performed one after the other rs sard
tobe a group if for each action in tiris
family the inverse action (which "undoes" the given one) also belongs to
the family and the result of successively performing two actions from
the family is also an action from the
family.
As our first illustration, consider
the actions performed by a soldier
standing at attention on the parade
grounds (see figure 1). These four actions constitute a group:

R(t):

{s,R,r,F,"1.

The result of successively performing
the commands R and F ("Right facel "

R.,;: '.rlgure

Figure 2

r

I

and ' abcu: Facel"i is the same as
dorng L Leit iace I"l. This can be
rr'rirrer: rr :he iorm o{ an equation:

F,R=L
Sirnr,larh rt-e have

case the actions R and are inverse
to each other, the action Fis inverse

to itself.

Now let's consider another group,
also having to do with turningnamely, the group of rotations R(*)of
a five-pointed star about its center
(see figure 3). Let's denote "doing
nothing" (in this case, rotation by 0")

R.R= L.L=F,
T.D_D.I-E^E-C
1\-1\
L-l

L

)l

-O.

Other relations in our group can be
irom tts multiplication table,
shorvn in figure 2. Notice that our
group contains the "doing nothing
action" S, expressed in military jargon by the command "atten-Shunl"
and performed by "looking sharp and
not moving." Such an action is contained in any group/ since it can be
obtained by performing an arbitrary
action and then its inverse. In our
read

0UAI'IIUlll/ftATUIt

R

0

RR
0t

234

I

RR
l2

RRR
340

R
R
J(

RRR
401

23

2

3

RR
34

RRR
011

4

RR
40

RRR
I23

nD
R

looked at so far. The first one (about
the soldier) is known to mathemati-

on the same foot),
A = "turrt inside out And switch
{eet" (take the sock off, turn it inside
out, and put it on the other foot).

cians as the cyclic group of order 4 (or
the group of residues modulo 41, and
the last (the one about the sock)is the
Klein group, also known as the sym-

Here the "doing nothing" action is

mety group of the rcctangle. As to
the group based on the star, it's an
instance of a simple finite gtoup, a

l{

each of the actions is inverse to

itself:

N.N=5.5-7oT=A"A=l/;

Figure 4
and the other rotations (by 72",
144.,216",288") by R,, R2, R,, R., re-

by

7 = "Turn inside out" (take the
sock o{f, turn it inside out/ and put it

Ro,

and other relations {for example, the
obr-ious S. = 7oS = Al canbe read
irom the multiplication table (fig. 6).

I

spectively. Here we have

R3oR3=R1,

&"&=&.
The last relation means R, and R are
inverse to each other. Other relations
may be read from the multiplication
table (fig. 4). It's easy to see that

Figure 6

As our last illustration, consider
the actions related to putting on a

Here again we have a group

sock {fig. 5):

s= {l*I,s,?,A,o},

N = "do Nothing" (leave the sock
as is),
S = "Switch feet" (take the sock

it

and put

J

qrI

on the other {oot),

l/"fuf

S,dvl "4e/
/

,

,'

U

,l

"".,i#lt

,l
,/ 1,i

\

forR(r).
I suspect that the serious reader is

/llt

starting to get annoyed at all this:
"What's going on here? Stupid soldiers doing their drills, ridiculous
actions with socks-that's not mathematics, that's not science!"

U\
::,.;i'f

/*l t*

whicl5 like R(I), consists of four actions. However, the groups R(I) and
S are di-fferent in principle: their multiplication tables differ not only in
the notation used for the actions but
in their structure. Thus, the main
diagonal of the multiplication table
{or S contains only one action N (repeated four times), while different
actions appear on the main diagonal

tl

,*i I

a/r*-*

oii

-T

To prove to such

l&\A

*r& *d'i,

ll0lltl'lBtB/0tCt[lBtR

a

1

08 I

For the more pragmatic reader,
who is not impressed by fancy scientific-sounding terms/ let me say only

assign a certain group/ called the
symmetry group of the figure F, denoted by S(F); by definition, S(F) consists of all the motions that take F
onto itself. For example, the symmetry group of the square S(l) consists
of eight actions: four rotations (about
the square's center by 0o, 90o, 180',
270"1 ardfour reflections (in the two
fiagonals and in the two "midlines"
of the square).
The symmetry goup of the equilateral triangle S(A) has 5 elements;
that of the rectangle S(f| has 4. This
last group (with its multiplication
table) is shown in figure 7.
Take a good look at the multiplication table of the group S(l). Doesn't
it have a ddid vu air about it? Sure
enough, it's just like the multiplication table for the "sock group" S except that its actions are denoted by
other letters. If we rename the actions constituting S as follows-

N- &, S -

Rr,

7-

E, A-+

52,

reader how sci-

entilic all of this actually is, let me
just give the official, mathematical
names of the three groups that we've

Figure 5

sporadic groups, such as the so-called
Big Monstu andBaby Monster.

$ymmetl'y gl'oup$ olWmmit figul'es
To each geometric figure Fwe can

R(*) = {&,R1,R2,Re, &;.f
a group.

ten, culminating in the discovery of

that groups are used with great success in such disparate branches of
human activity as code theory (for
instance, by the CIA and KGB),
quantum physics, algebra, . . . and
ptuzles (see Y. P. Solovyov's article
and the Toy Store in this issue).

R:oRr=RtoR2-RJ,

is

type of group about which thousands
of research articles have been writ-

table for

S

becomes identical to

-the
the table for S(I).
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Figure 7
Groups that have identical multiplication tables (after an appropriate
renaming of their actions) are called
isomorphic. We've just shown that
the groups S and S(f) are isomorphic
(in honor of the great German mathematician Felix Klein they're often
denoted by the letter K), while we
previously observed that K is not isomorphic to R(I), the soldier's group.
You've probably guessed by now
why we use the notation R(I) for the
latter group-it's isomorphic to the
rotation group of the square (with
respect to its center) by the angles
Zknf 4, k = 0, l, 2, 3. (Note: the author
didn't intend to snub the military by
implying that the soldier is a scluare.)
This group R(I) is a particular case
(for n = 4l of the rctation group of the
regular n-gon (with respect to its center,by the angles Zknf n, k = 0, l, ...,
n - 1), also known as the cyclic group
of order n and usually denoted by 2,.
In algebra, groups are ordinarily
studied "to the point of isomorphism"-that is, algebraists don't
distinguish isomorphic groups: they
don't care what the groups and their
elements are called and how they are
denoted; they're only concemed with
the structure of the groups'multiplication tables.
Pgrlnrilatiolt gmup$ and their

$uluou$
Consider a finite set of distinct
objects-say, five. Denote these objects by numbers and the whole set
by

N,

:

{1,

2,3,4,5]t.

Apermutation i

e 55 of these objects
-+ Ns; or,
is any one-to-one map
to put it more simply, a renumbering
of these objects. The new number i(k)

i:\

of the kth obiect will be denoted by
permutation i is best displayed
by writing it as an array:
io. The

(tz34s\

,'_tt)

I

-

\r,

12

l.

i3 io is)

This notation is convenient for finding the product of two permutations
k=ioi (the result of successively

performing the two permutations i
and i). For example, if

(t234s)
'-[o s s | 2l
f1234s)
;-

l

J_t

'-[zss4t)'

then
so

12...
e=l-

k(3)= (i. il(3) = i(i(3))= il1)=2,

nze+s\

i"i=l
'[352r4)

n\

U2...n)

I

that

l.

(Notice that when we write k= io i ,
we mean that I is performed b etore i,

and this may be important: in our
case i "i+i.i, as you can readily
check.)It's also very easy to find the
permutation inverse to a given one
(by reading "backwards"-from the
second row up to the first); for example,

The set of all permutations Su of
five objects/ as can be verified without much trouble, is a group consistingof 5l = 1 . 2. 3. 4. 5 = 120 elements, called the permutation group
of degree 5. The permutation goup
of degree n for any natural number n
is defined in a similar way (take n
objects instead of five).
Permutation groups are particularly interesting in that they contain
numerous subgroups (that is, parts
that are groups themselves). Permutation groups contain subgroups isomorphic to all the groups we've considered up to now. The interested
reader can verify this by studying figure 8, which may also yield other significant observations.
In particular/ you may see that
certain numericai regularities appear
in this figure. For example, i{ we call
the number of elements in a group its
order, and define the order of an element g as the least positive integerk
for which Bk = a, where a is the identical permutation

I

and gk is short for I o I o "'" I (l<
times), then the following theorem
can be stated.
LecneNcE's Tnr,oru,M. The ordet of

any subgroup, as well as the order of

any element of a group, divides the
order of the group.
I'11omit the proof (which isn't too

difficult).
Relatiolt$hh$ between grottp$:
homomorphisms

Groups are studied not only in and
of themselves but also as they relate

to each other. We say that a map
y:G-+ H is a homomorphism of a
group G into the group H it {or all
elements 8,8' €G we have

OUA]'ITllltlifIATUBI

The group

,,,

=

fz"t2
to

1

T{8.9')=y(g).(g'}.

I

= 2,22,23,...,21t,r" =

"j

(Briefly, one can say that a homomorphism is a map preserving the composition operation o.)
The scatterbrained solfier who ignores the commands "about Face!"
and "atten-Shun!" and reacts to both
commands "Right facet" and "Left
face!" by turning around thereby defines the homomorphism

2: {26 ,e} =22
of order 3: {za ,zs ,e} =23
of order 4: {* ,r(' ,.e ,"} = zo
of order 6: {r2,ro,16,rr,r1o,

element of order

2 elements
2 elements
2 elements

12:

4 elements of order

rhe group

t

=

z,zs ,27

,ztl

, ,o,rr of 4t.=z+ nermutations}
{(i, ?r"rl^}

2: {ltzl,f13),1t4),123it;t24),@4l,,4
)rz;\@=;

g elements of order

B

elements of

=z

^ [l{tze),{tz4l,lr} l, il234)) e/=,4,
ordrrr r:
\lrezl,rt+z),la3l,le+el, L=2,

4:

6 erements or order

lrtz34s\
.

=II

f\rr lz lJ

trivial homomorphism into the
trivial (one-element) group
a:R(I)-+

14

ls)l:

5! = 120

always exist. Forexamplg anyhomo-

morphism a:2, -+ Z, or B:2, -+ Zu
is trivial. (Why?)
I

elements I
)

There are elements of orders 2,3,4,5,6i
example of an element of order 6,
There are subgroups isomorphic
There are subgroups isomorphic

{S}.

Nontrivial homomorphisms don't

lrt z z +t
I
tt; ; ,, o)"'e{1'2'3}i=s'=s(a)
Ss

according to the rule B(S) : p(F) : S,
B(R) = B(I) : F. The totally absentminded soldier who doesn't react to
any cofirmand at all determines the

{W=:=-,

{lrzl,(94l,,(rz),ll4l,e} = K (the Klein group)

The group

B:R(l)-+ 22= lS,F;.]

(:2.3 4 5).
lz r + s a)'

to 22,Z r,Z 4,2 s,26
to Sr,So, and K.

There are subgroups isomorphicto Ao (of order
There is a unique subgroup Au @f order 60).

.

12).

Alstl'act gr'ottp$ and Cayley$ thsorstn
So far we've considered only concrete examples of groups, consisting
of specific actions: rotations/ syrnmetries, renumberings, and other transformations. But it's possible to approach the notion o{ a group from a
more formal, abstract position. Then
groups are assumed to consist of ele-

ments of an arbitrary, unspecified
nature (not necess anly " acttons" l,
and the operation in the group j.s also
arbitrary (not necessarily the compo-

Figure

B
Subgroups of the cyclic group ?r-and
the permutation groups S-o and Sr. Cycbc
-of
subgroups Z, are shown in red; blue distinguishes the so-called alternating
groups Ao aid A,. In our description of elements of the groups S-. the numbers in

parentheies denote cycles (that
cfu cular or d er )
or exampTe :

is,

permutations that interchanle elements in

-f

trrrltol=("
11011r1151=(l

a\

ZO,
c1

,

(that rs. 1-+ 2--:3-->1.4->4).

23 4\.(13)(24)=ltl 2 3 4\
43 2)
[J412)

sition . of actions). The corresponding definition is then expressed in
axiomatic form:
The set G of arbitrary elements,
supplied with the binary operationt*
(which assigns to each pair of elements a,b eG their product a * b :
c, also an element of G) is said to be
an (abstract) group if

the operation t* is associativathat is, for all a,b,c eG we have
(

1)

a*(b*cl=(a*bl*c;

10

il0tltl'18tfl /0tCtltlBtR

1

SS1

(21

G contains

a unique

neufial

element e eG, for which

a*e:et*a=a
for arry aeG;
(3)

for each ae G there exists a

uniquemversa element a-l e G such

that

The abstract approach, however,
yields nothing fundamentally new: it
turns out that any abstract group is
isomorphic to a certain group of actions. We'lIprove this here only for
finite groups.
Ceyrr,y's TnroRpm. Any finite
goup G is isomorphic to a certain
subgroup of one of the pemutation
groups 5,.
Pnoor. Let G: \e = gr, 82, ..., B,\.To
each element g* G G assign the array

a-t*a=a*a-1:e.
many new examples of groups (not
necessarily finite). Thus, the integers
Z torm a group (for {t take the operation +; then the neutral element is 0,

and the inverse

to aeZ is -al;

tkre

nonzero real numbers R - {0} constitute a group with respect to multiplication; and so on.

I

\\

determines

a

homomorphism

h:G -s S, (which follows from associatwityl; ft maps G one-to-one onto
a subgroup h(Gl cS, (which follows
from axioms (2) and (3)). So G and
h(Gl cS, are isomorphic.
This theorem means we now al-

ready know all the finite groups
that exist-they are (to the point of

isomorphism) the permutation

2 3... n)
(r
t,tt

This general definition yields

I 2... r\
.
8r+l . 12 "' ln)

\71 72 73 ... 1")

where r, is the number of the element 8k * g, = 8u t* e lactualTy, ir: kli
i, is the number of the element go {c
82; ...; inis the number of the element
8o * &. Then all the r" are distinct (so
o:ur array is indeed a permutation),
and the assignment

groups and their subgroups. This
doesn't mean the topic is closed.
We still have a lot to learn about
them: what their main properties
are, where and how they are applied. But that's another story-or
many other stories.
O
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Heal'l ulatle$
And the flutter that follows when they break down
by A. S. Mikhailov
PPROXIMATELY ONCE A
second an excitation signal trav-

els through the heart of

a

healthy person. It causes the
heart muscle to contract, draw blood

from the veins into a collecting
chamber (the atrium), and then push
it into the arteries. The signal is generated by a pacemaker nerve (the sinus node) that fires periodically, after
being stimulated by the brain. Oscillations that receive an extemal supply of energy are called auto-oscillations, so that we may say that the
sinus node works in an auto-oscillational mode.
The signal sent by the sinus node
can be visualized as a wave decreas-

ing the voltage between the outside
and inside of heart cell membranes.
Upper

vein
Slrrus

rtode

t-;*\N

1i

tl

l)

Lotver
vein

Figure

tors can determine whether the heart
is functioning properly.
Propagation of the wave of electrica1 excitations in a healthy heart is
shown in figure 1. The wave pattem

is drastically different in an un-

healthy heart. Instead of in{requent
waves sent regularly by the sinus
node, waves rotate around certain
defects. On the other hand, in the
type of heart attack called paroxysmal tachycardia, the normal heartbeat breaks down and the heart contracts rapidly and irregularly. In fact,
contractions of the heart as a whole
may cease totally, so that only chaotic twitching of its various parts,
called {ibrillation, is present. This
means the heart has stopped workrng. Paroxl'smal tachycardia and fibri]Iation are rhe main causes oi
death lrom a heart attack.
Wh,v do tachvcardra and iibrillation occurl \\/hat is the mechamsm
for the breakdorgn oi the normal
wave pattem in the heanl Ansrrers
to these questions are iound in the
mathematical theory of waves in excitable media. In this article I'll iust
try to give a qualitative explanation
of the phenomena causing dangerous

1

Propagation of a wave of electical
excitation through the right atrium of
a healthy, normally functioning heart.
The numberc give the time in milliseconds for successive positions of the
wavefront.

12

This wave of electrical excitations
also results in minute alterations in
the electrical potential of various
parts of the body. By monitoring
them on an electrocardiogram, doc-

it0llrilBrB/0tct[lBtI
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heart arrhythmia.

every moment to a small region of
the fuse (the combustion zone), runs
along without going out/ so that we
can imagine a solitary wave whose
shape gives us the dependence of

temperature on time at various
points on the fuse. A very thin region-the flame {or wave) frontseparates the combustion zone from
the unburnt fuse. When the flame
front reaches a given point, the temperature suddenly soars, it retums to
the initial value when the combustion material is used up. Obviously,
when two such waves meet, they
extinguish each other.

Waves

in living organisms

are

much like combustion waves. A
good example of a biological wave is

the excitation impulse traveling
a nerve fiber. This is an electrical impulse that runs along a fiber
(less than 0.025 mm in diameter and
up to 1.5 m long) at a constant speed
lgenerally several dozen meters per
secondr u'ithout iading or becomrng

along

drstorted. The nen-e hber is a conductor, but a \-en- poor one. Its electrical
resistance per urut length rs approximate11- L0t to 1010 ohms/cm, whichis
a hundred million times that of a
copper wire with the same diameter.
If the impulse hadno extemal supply
of energy during its movement along

the nerve fiber, it would fade very
quickly. There are electromechanical
processes in living organisms that
ensure the supply of energy for stable

Excilalion tllottg$

Have you ever seen a detonation
fuse burning? The flame, confined at

propagation of nerve impulses, but
they're rather involved and we won't
discuss them here.
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Waves that propagate without fad-

ing and whose features remain constant because of a continuous infu-

sion of energy from withoutt are
called autowaves. The way a combustion wave spreads in a medium
that can replenish itself would provide a good visual analogy. The simplest exarpple of this process would
be a prairie fire. Each time a combustion wave passes through an area, all
the grass is bumed; but then it slowly
grows back, only to be subjected to
another prairie fire. So the prairie, as
an "excrtable medium," is able to
regenerate itself-that is, restore its

_>

Figure 3

Sequence of closely spaced excitation
waves.

in this phenomenon and together

with Rosenblueth constructed

In their model Wiener and
Rosenblueth assume that the excitable medium is formed by a network
of elements, each of which can oc-

electrically connected to one another
at the points of contact. An excitation
impulse can go from one fiber to another, and so excitation waves are
able to propagate through the heart in
any direction. In this the excitable
medium of heart tissue resembles
the grassy prairie, whose autowaves
of {ire can travel in any direction.

between these states are discontinuous and subject to certain rules.
How do these states arise? In the
absence of outside influences, an element remains in the state of rest for

fiiomalh lnodsld

alt orcilabls medium

tory state/ in which it remains

In the summer of 1945 the Ameri-

unexcitable for a period of time t
"n.
After the refractory period has passed,
the element recovers the ability to
become excited, and it retums to the
rest state. (These transitions are pre-

netics, was staying at the summer

home of his friend Arturo
Rosenbluettr, director of the Mexican

Cardiology Institute.

It

had been
known for decades that electrical excitations propagate through the heart
and that certain heart arrhythmias
are linked with the circulation of excitation waves around anatomical
obstacles. Wiener became interested

Figure 2
in an element's
state in an excitable medium. White,
Sequence of changes

red, and blue indicate the rest,
excited, and reftactory states, rcspec-

tively.
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cupy one of three states: rest, excita-

tion, or refractoriness.r Transitions

an indefinite time. An outside in{lu-

ence can move it from this state to
that of excitation. AIter being in the

excited state for period of time r."",
the element moves into the refrac-

sented graphically in figure 2.) Another supposition of the model is that
an excitation can move from excited
elements to neighboring elements in

the rest state/ so that excitation
waves can propagate through the
medium (fig. 3). The propagation velocity c of these waves is constant.
According to the WienerRosenblueth model, excitation
waves must obey the following rules.
1. There is a minimum time interval between two successive excitation waves, equai to the sum
tLiterally, the state of resisting
control or authority. In physiology, the
"refractory phase" is the brief period
immediately after the response of a
muscle or nerye before it's able to
respond again.-Ed.
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mathematical model that gives a
simplified picture of the processes
occurring in excitable media.

initial state.
Individual muscle fibers in the
heart are similar to nerve fibers in
their electrical properties, but the
heart's muscle tissue consists of
densely intertwined fibers that are

can mathematician Norbert Wiener,
who is considered the father o{ cyber-

c

Figure 4

Excitation wave in the WienarRosenblueth model of an excitable
medium.

where r"," ffidx,"r are the durations of
the excited and the rcfuactory states,
respectively. If the waves follow each

other within the minimum time
span-that is, with maximum frequency-all the elements of the medium are either in the excited or the
refractory state (fig. a). The minimum distance between waves is

L :cT :clr
mn

mm

r exc

+t.1.
ret't

where c is the veiocity of the wave.
2. When waves collide, they extinguish each other. This isn't hard to
picture: upon colliding, the excited
elements are " squeezed" between

two approaching areas in the refractory state.
3. Excitation waves arer:'t re{lected off the medium's boundary;
they're absorbed by it.
4. "Fast" and "slow" sources of
excitation waves coexist in the medium. The fast sources generate
waves frequently, within short time
intervals, and suppress the slow
ones.

Let's verify this. Suppose there are

two periodic sources generating
waves in the time intervals TrandT,
Figure 5 presents a graph of the evolution in time of waves sent by these
sources. The left source sends waves

more frequently than the right one
(that is, Tt< TLl. Over time the point
where the two wavefronts meet and
are extinguished shifts toward the
right (lower frequency) source, until
that source is suppressed completely.
So in the long run only the fastest
sourge "survives" in the medium.
5. An excitation wave can circulate along a ring or around a hole in

will

continue to rotatet but the
wavefront (the imaginary line separating excited elements from those
still at rest) will bend.
In fact, the wave front can't be a

I
Figure 5

________________
x

2

Effect of suppressing slow sources.
The development in time of the
wavefronts sent by two sources with
different peilods is shown. The left,
high-fu equency source suppresses the
rigfut, low-fuequency one. The time is
aruayed upward on the vertical axis;
the x-coordinate is arrayed horizontally along the line connecting the
centerc of the two sources.

the excitable medium for an indefinite time.
This last supposition has important consequences for the possible
shape of excitation waves. To see

this, let's perform the following
imaginary experiment. Take a strip of

the excitable medium, which we'Il
consider two-dimensional (like a
sheet of paper) but having all the
properties (1-5) listed above, and roll
it into a ring. If the length I of the
strip is greatc.r than I-, given above,
an excitation wave can circulate
along the ring for indefinite time (see
figure 5a). The period of circulation ?
= llc, where c is again the velocity of
the wave.
Now let's enlarge the outer radius
of the ring so that it tends to infinity.
We get something that looks like an
infinite sheet of the excitable medium with a hole in it. What happens
to the excitation wave in the ring
when we stretch the ring like this? It

radial line rotating around the hole at
an angular velocity rrl; if that were the
case, the velocity of the wavefront at
a distance r from the origin would be
equal to c = (Dr and would tend to in-

finity

as r increases. But a requirement stated above calls for the velocity of excitation waves to be constant.
So distant portions of the wavefront
will start to lagbehind those closer to
the origin, so that the wavefront will
take the form of a spiral.

Thus, a spiral wave can rotate
around a hole in an excitable medium for an indefinite time without
fading. The period of rotation is the
time interval needed for an excitation
impulse to travel around the perimeter 1 of the hole-th at is, T = 1l c. If

the hole is circular with radius R,
then 7 = 2nRf c, and the rotation frequency ur=2nlT=clR.
These are the main points of the
Wiener-Rosenblueth model. The
question is, how can we use the
model to explain the outbreak of
heart arrhythmia?
Sfil'alwaues and hear[ arrlutltlnia

The walls of the atrium are thin
enough to allow us to look atheart
tissue as a two-dimensional excitable
medium. Because of the blood shortage caused by a heart attack, small
areas of heart tissue may die, losing

the ability to conduct excitation
waves. These areas of dead tissue are,

in effect, holes in the excitable medium, and according to the arguments given above they will cause
the circulation of excitation waves

b)

Figure 6
Ctuculation of the excitation wave: (a) a solitary wave rotating in a ring; (b) a
spfual wave rctating arcund a hole in the excitable medium.

around them. What will the final
outcome of such circulation be?
The answer depends on the ratio of
the circulation period to the frequency at which the sinus node
sends waves. If the rotation frequency of the spiral wave is greater
than the impulse frequency of the
sinus node, the spiral wave tums out
to be a faster source and suppresses
the activity of the sinus node. And
that's generally what happens, because the radii of the holes {the damaged regions of the heart) are small,
and the circulation frequency of the
wave is inversely proportional to the

radius. Then the wave rotating
around the hole takes over the entire
atrium, and the normal functioning
of the heart breaks down. Instead, the

heart begins to "flutter"-that is,
arrhythmia sets in.
Excitation waves can also be generated by discontinuities in the fronts
of other excitation waves. To see
this, let's suppose that the medium
contains a region D of elements with
a longer refractory period. Suppose
two successive excitation waves
travel through the medium within a
short span of time (fig.7al. After the
first wave passes through region D,
elements located in D will remain in
the rehactory state for a long time. As
a resulg the excitation from the second wave can't penetrate the region-the wave front tears (fig. 7b).
After a while the refractory state in
region D ends, and its elements regain the ability to become excited. If
at this point the second wave has not
yet passed through region D, an excitation from the front of this wave
will begin to propagate inside that
region lfig. 7cl. Then the wave will
begin to curl around the tear, and after a while a spiral wave is generated
(fis. 7d).
Heart tissue is not homogeneous/
especially with regard to the duration
of the refraetory state. This
nonhomogeneity increases if the normal "feeding" of the cells is disrupted
by a heart attack. When the heart is
functioning normally, the time between two successive excitation
waves is usually 1 s, and the duration
of the refractory state is approxi-
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short enough-less than the sum of
the maximum duration of the refractory state and the duration of the excited state-the front of such a wave
will be torn at the boundary of the

region with the longer refractory
state, and a spiral wave will be generated. Figure B shows the generation

of a spiral wave by a tear in the
wavefront in an experiment with a
tissue sample from a rabbit's heart.

Understanding the dynamics of
spiral waves is important for the
study of serious heart illnesses. Let's
make this point clear by the following examples. We know that in
nonhomogeneous tissue the lifetime
of a spiral wave, which is the alleged
cause of tachycardia, is finite. Because of the excessively rapid action
e

of the heart, or the nonhomogeneous
structure of the tissue, the wave trave1s randomly and its shape changes.
Sooner or later the wave arrives at the

Figure 7

boundary of the tissue and disappears. So we have a happy ending:

Generating a spfual wave (D is a
rcgion with long rcfuactory peilods):
(a) the initial positions of the two
wavas; (b) the second wave doesn't
enter region D, discontinuities in the
ftont appear; (c) the excitation wave
begins to propagate in rcgion D; (d)
the sptual wave appearc; (e) the spiral
wave aftet a sufficiently long peilod of

time.

when the rotating spiral wave disappears, the tachycardia stops.
But another outcome is also possible. Secondary tears can appear at
the front of the excitation wave, in its
outlying region, when the wave
passes through a region with a long
refractory period, so that new spiral
waves can appear. If the number of

mately 0.1 s; so a small scattering in

waves generated per second is greater

the values of the refractory time,
which is natural in living tissue,

than that of the waves absorbed at
the boundary, the number of spiral
waves will grow in time until the
entire medium is filled with small

doesn't cause tearing at the fronts of
excitation waves. If the heart tissue

il0l,titBtR/[tct[lBtR
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Generating a spfual wave in a sftip of heart tissue from a rabbit. The numbers
indicate the time in milTiseconds. Wave 2 is broken into rcgions with a long
rcfuactory period, The spfua1 wave appears. Because of the small size of the strip,
only a small portion of the spiral actually forms.

is damaged, however, the sinus node
can generate an additional wave that
follows the previous one by a very
short time interval. If this interval is

I

l0

70

Figure 8
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scraps of spiral waves. This chaotic
situation is observed when fibrilla-

tion occurs-that is, contractions of
the heart as a whole cease and only
various parts of it flutter chaotically.
The important point is that the
onset o{ fibrillation requires that the
heart's tissue exceed some "critical
mass.// Until the tissue sample
reaches a certain size, self-supporting

fibrillation can't be generated. For
example, the critical mass is approximateLy 20 mg for the atrium tissue of
a

rabbit.

Within the framework of the
theory given above, this phenomenon isn't hard to explain. Assuming that the refractory states are ran-

domly distributed in the medium,
we see that the probability o{ generatirLg a new spiral wave by a tear at
the front of a wave that already exists
is approximately the same at any
point in the medium. The total number n*of new spiral waves generated
in the medium per unit of time is
proportional to the area occupied by
the medium, which we'll consider
two-dimensional, and the number of
existing spiral waves N. So we can
write the equation
11*

= dL2N'

where.L is the linear size of the medium and cx is a constant coefficient.
The number of spiral waves that disappear at the boundary per second is
grven by

n =pNI
is, we assume

it

to be propor-

-that
tional to the lengh of the boundary

(B

is a constant coefficient). In the

chaotic mode observed during fibrillation, the rate at which spiral waves
are generated is greater than that of
their disappearance-that is, n* > n_.

According to the arguments given
above, this requires that the linear
size of the medium be greater than
the critical value L"= Ala.For smaller
samples, the generation of spiral
waves
Lry.

will

A^i v^al +esting
Crruel ot n.ecess,c^ty?
r

be canceledby the bound-

An understanding of the mechanisms leading to heart arrhythmia is,
of course, essential for finding effective methods of curing or preventing
it. The examples given above make it
clear that certain simple arguments
derived from the physics of vibrations may provide a clue.
In this short article I've confined
myself to the simplest and most
" graphic" explanations. The WienerRosenblueth model played its role in
creating a theory of autowave phenomena. In the 1950s a group of scientists studied the model closely in
one of I. M. Gelfand's seminars2 and
macie some important generalizations, so that new and more detailed
models are now available for waves
in excitable media such as heart tissue. These more sophisticated models make use of the theory of partial
differential equations and can provide more precise answers to the
questions discussed in this article.
But the Wiener-Rosenblueth model
is still useful when we need to get a
qualitative picture of a phenomenon
by the simplest possible means.

o

2See

"A Talk with Professor I. M
Gelfand" (fan./Feb. 1.99 l.l_Ed.
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modern scientific advances and the difficult ethical decisions
they require. Also, it gives s[udents
a foo[ing in a world that churns out
new science daily. lnformation
about each lopic is followed by
questions designed to create discussion among your studen[s. The
topics discussed include animal
rights, acid rain, AIDS, genetic
screening, chemical warfare, hunting, fetal cell transplants, and more.
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HOW DO YOU
FIGURE?

Challeltug$ in physics and malh
tance I from the foot of the hill. Find
the work the child does in liiting the
sled to the hilltop. (The sled's mass
is m, the coefficient of friction is p.)
(A. Buzdin)

tlllaI[
M36
rifth follows four: right
square. Point

I

angles

in

a

divides the diagonal
AC of asquarc ABCD lrlthe ratio 3:1
(fig. 1), K is the midpoint of side AB.
Prove that argle KLD is a right angle.
(Y. Bogaturov)

P3B
Figure 2
board such that, after cutting it along
the lines, each piece will contain at
most one center of a square? (The

AKB

lines must not pass through the centers.) (A. Pechkovsky)

P39

M40
D

Figure

1

M37
Annihilating afiay. The numbers 1,
2, ..., t00 are arranged in a 10 x 10
square tabie in their natural order (1
in the top left comer, 100 in the bottom right comer). The signs of 50 of
these numbers are changed in such a
way that exactly half of the numbers
in each line and each column get the
minus sign. Prove that the sum of all
the numbers in the tabie after this
change is zero. (S. Ageyev)

M38
Fifth follows four: parallel segments
in a pentagon Each of four sides of a
convex pentagon is parallel to one of
its diagonals (having no end points in
common with the side-see figure 2).
Prove that the same holds for the
fifth side, too. (E. Turkevich)

M39
Baker's dozen curs. Is it possible to
draw 13 straight lines across a chess-

t8
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Alpine hekcopter. Heiicopter pilots
in the mountains prefer to fly early in
the day, right after dawn. Fine morning weather (which might seem to be
the reason) doesn't matter in this
case. What's the real reason? (G.
Myakishev)

Fifth follows four: numberc in a sequence. In the sequence l, 9, 9, l, 0,
9, ... each number, beginning with
the fi{th one, is the last digit of the
sum of the preceding four. Wiil we
ever meet in this sequence the succession of numbers (al l, 2, 3, 4t (bl l,
9, 9, 1 asecond time; (c) 2, 1, 9, 9? (G.

What's the resistancel The shape
shown in figure 3 is made of wire of
constant cross section. The side of
the bigger square is c, and a onemeter length of the wire has a resistance p. Determine the resistance be-

tweenpointsA andB. (A. Zilberman)
A

Gurevich)

Plrysics
P36
What

will the

speed bel

A constant

force F starts to act on a body that is
moving with a constant veiocity v.
After an interval of time t the body's
speed becomes vfZ. During the next

interval of the same duration the
speed is again halved. Figure out
what the body's speed will be three
time intervals after the force begins
to act. (S. Krotov)

P37
Child on a hill. A child climbing
slow1y up a snowy hill is pulling a
sled with a rope such that the rope is
always parallel to the hill's surface.
The hilltop is at a height h and dis-

Figure 3

P40
S emitt ansp arcnt miruots. Measurements show that a semitransparent
mirror lets through about 1/5 of the

incident light; the rest is reflected. If
two identical mirrors of this kind are
set perpendicular to the incident light
beam, we might expect the pair to let
through ll25 of the light. But actually about 1/10 of the incident light
passes through. What's the reason?
(V. Golubev)
ANSWERS, HINTS & SOLUTIONS
ON PAGE 58

BRAINTEASERS

Jusl lol' Ihe lun ol il!
836
Restorc the sum. The figure at right shows a sum in which some
of the figures are rubbed out and replaced by asterisks. Restore the
absent figures. (L. Yakovleva|

837
lug, pot, and barrel. You have a four-liter jug a six-liter pot (like
the drawing atLeftl, and a big barrel of water. Can you measure

in

exactly one liter of water? (G. Kushnirenko)

B3B
Possibility of trisection One of the three famous ancient geometrical problems is the problem of trisecting an angle with ruler
and compass. It was proved long ago that this problem, along with
the other two, is in general unsolvable. But there are some exceptions to this rule. Trisect an angle of 54" using only a compass
(that is, construct points that lie on the rays fividing the angle
into three congruent parts). (A. Shvetsov)

839
Turning seven by fives. Seven coins lie along a circle. Can you
tum them all upside down if you're only allowed to tum over any
five c,oins in succession at a time? Can you do it by turning over a
succession of four coins at a time? (A. Shvetsov).

o
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840
Traveling light. Dashing sea captains wouldn,t fill their holds
completely when they transported cotton from Australia to
England. It would have been to their advantage to take as much
they could, but they didn't. Why not? (L. Mochalov)
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0ulti,nu il toUntrher
uuilh "polyominoe$"
started with the humble domino .

It all

,

by Drnitry V. Fomin

J

OU'VE PROBABLY PLAYED,
or at least heard of, the exciting
computer game Tetrisru, which
was invented in the Soviet
Union andis now popular aroundthe
world. br this game the player tries to
manipulateplane figures, made up of
fow squares, that "fall from the sky"
so as to make as many solid rows of
$quares as possible. You can see all
the seven shapes in figure 1; by anai-

tl

:,
'1,1'

h
.

"

--"
!

,.

with dominoes, they're called
tetrominoes. The rules of the game
allow the figures to be shifted and
rotated 90 degrees: that's why there
are iust seven of them [all possible
unbroken four-square figures with
sides touching are equivalent to
these seven, exciuding translations
ogy

and rotationsJ.

Another puzzler, pentominoes,
was popular long before Tetris ap-
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the required tlling does not exist cafl
prove fruitless because of the astronomical number of possibilities to be
checked. Instead, proofs of nonexistence of the required tiling often employ a special coloring of the plane
(see

Golomb's book).

I'11

demonstrate

peared. Its building blocks are a set of

tiling problems that is
based on group theory. It was suggested to me by the young Leningrad
mathematician Oleg Izhboldin in
1987. Al1 the informati.on you need
about groups can be found in Alexey
Sosinsky's article on page 6.

wooden or plastic five-square tiles,
which can be not only moved but

tnom polyominms lo Urottp$

an approach to

Figure

1

turned over. The set comprises

Consider an infinite grid of unit

twelve pieces-every possible shape
occurs once. You can use them to

squares on the plane. A figure consisting of a finite number of squares
is called a polyomino if any two of its
squares can be connected by a chain
of squares such that every subsequent square in the chain adjoins the
preceding one along a whole side. For
simplicity, we'1l confine ourselves to
polyominoes bounded by one closed

tiie, for instance, a checkerboard
with the central 4 x 4 square cut out.
(Try it yourself!) This problem was
published way back in 1907 by the
famous puzzle inventor Henry E.
Dudeney, but pentominoes and other
polyominoes owe their fame to professor Solomon W. Golomb of the

University of Southern California.
The detailed story of this type of
puzzle, math problems connected
with it, and how they're solved can
be found in his excellent book
Polyominoes (New York, Charles
Scribner's Sons).

non-se1f-intersecting polygonal
curve-that is, polyominoes without
holes.

to produce the appropriate tiling
(which is usuallyfoundby some clev-

B

erly arranged search, often a verylaborious one). But using the brute
force of a search method to prove that

B

o
CN

o
o

(o

tuggn-r

-

t(XY ) =

f

Figure 2

0)

BBAAA = 42 32a-t 8243

i w e'Il labe1 the inverse elementsthose directed downward and to the
le[t-A-t andB ', respectively. We'1l
consider this entire curve to be an
element of the group t()eY), equal to

the product of these four elements
taken in the order in which the directions are encounteredwhenwe move
along the curve (fig. 2).
The same product can be written
for a polygon bounding some
polyomino Pif we denote the starting
point (grid node O) and choose the
direction of travel (say, clockwise).
We'll denote it by t.(P) (fig. 3).

oe )

=

g-z az Ba

tt

B-2A-1

g4-1

Figure 3
Try to work through the exercises
that follow-you'llfind them useful
later in the article.

Exercise 1. Prove that t(YXl =
t(XYl- 1, where YX is the same polygonal curve XY but traced in the
opposite direction, from Y to X.
Exercise 2. Let O and O, be two
nodes on the boundary of polyomino
P. Prove that
t

q ).

q(Pl = t(orolt o@lt(o

It follows from these exercises that
if theproduct to(P)is theunit (orneutral) element e of group G, then the
equality toll : e still holds even if we
reverse our direction of travel on the
boundary or switch our starting point
(from O to O,), since in this case

Let XY be a directed polygonal
curve/ originating at nodeXand ending at node I formed by the lines of
our grid (unit segments). Let's move
along it from its starting point to the

end point. Each segment between
adjoining nodes of the grid will proceed in one of four directions, so that
we can designate our curve as a sequence of directions of movement.
Now let's take an arbitrary group
G and two elements A and B in it.
We'll label an element directed upwardA and one directed to the right

As for this article, we'1l deal with
just one (though probably the most
numerous) class of poiyomino problems, asking whether a given iigure
on the checkered plane can be tiled
by polyominoes of some given t1pe.
In order to give a positive answer to
such a problem, it's sufficient simply

t

tqlPl =t(qolt(oql

=t(oQltlogl-'

=

".

write tlPl : e with-

So we can simply
out indicating either the origin or the
direction.
Now everything is ready, and we

can state and prove the
Besrc Tsnonuvt. If a polyomino P
can be cut into polyominoes P, P,
..., Pu such that, for elements A and
B of some group G, t(Pr)= t(Pr)= ...=
t(Po) -- e, then t(P) = e as well.

r
r
J

X

-l

L

***]
I

Pt

t

t *i

L *i

*t

Y

J

P^

n

__l
L2

Figure 4
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Let's beginby proving the theorem
for a polyomino P composed of just
two pieces, P, and P, that border on
each other along the polygonal curve
Xf. Starting frornX, move along the
common section of the boundaries of
P, and P, complete a circuit around
P, and then make a full circuit
around P, (see figure 4), writing down
the product of the elements of G
traced by this path. We pass along
crwe YX forward and backward, so
the corresponding factors in the product cancel out, and two successive
circuits (around P, andPrl amount to
one circuit around P:
t xlP

tltxP 2l = t(L tlt(YxltlxYlt(L,l
: t(Ltlt(L2l

:

tr(Pl,

I,

is the common portion of
the boundaries of P, and P from X to
Y, and I, is the common portion of
the boundaries of P, and P from Yto

where

x.

so r,(P)

:

t(P,lt(Prl =

"=[li:)

and ,=(l',1),

Exercise 4. Yerify that the four
permutations of S. distinct from A
and B coincide with Az : a, AB, BA,

ardABA.
The second example is the socalled dihedral group D, (n = 2, Examples
3, ...)-that is, the symmetry group
l. Monomino. Eor a single unit
of a regular n-gon (for n : 2, the square P, regardless of its position on
"n-gon" is considered a line seg- the grid, t(Pl : ABA-|B-' (fig. 5a). The
ment). It consists of all the isometries
of the piane that map this n-gon onto
itself: these aren rotations about the
n-gon's center through the angles 0,

...,2(n- llnln, and n line
reflections in the midperpendiculars
to the sides (fig. 5). We can choose as
the generators of the $oup the rotation R through angle 2nf n and any
line reflection r.
Znf n, 4nf n,

.

.rl

r

a

polyomino

: e would mean that AB
BA-that is, that G is commuta-

equality t(P)

:

tive. But we've decided not to use any
commutative groups: they can't help
us. So there is no null group for a
monomino. And this is quite natural,
since obviously any polyomino can
be tiled by monominoes.

2. Domino. Dominoes can be
placed on the grid in two different
ways/ and the corresponding products are

e.

\= !fi24-t3-z

The thorough proof for the case of
an arbitrary number k of pieces into

which

f) iI, for any position of P on
the grid, t(Pl : e.
The Basic Theorem directly results in the following
Trrmc CoNorrroN. If G is a null
group for each of the polyominoes P ,,
..., Po, then C is also a null group for
any polyomino that can be tiled by
polyominoes of these types.
to A and

and

P is cut proceeds

analogously, using induction over k.
We just need to notice that, out of all
the polyominoes P,, ..., Po that constitute P, one will always be found

L:
Figure 5
Exercise 5. Check that all rotations

A2BA-28-l

(fig. 6b). The group S, with the
abovementioned generators

group Docat:' be written in the
that, combined with the rest, form in
form
R, R', R', ..., R" = e, and all the
the same kind of pair as P, ard Prin
1123)
A=l
I drru
and B'
line
reflections
in the form r, rR, tR2,
"-\tzz)'
^-[zra.,J
the preceding argument.
..., rR"-'.Later, though, another pair
Exercise 3. Prove thatrt AB = BA,
generators, z and r, : rR, will be
of
then t(P) : e fotany polyomino P.
used. (They're actually the genera- is a null group for dominoes. Indeed,
It's clear from the last exercise
: ff1.)All dihedral groups since A2 : 82 = a, we have
that it's pointless to use commuta- tors, since R
except D, are noncommutative:
tive groups in polyomino tiling probtt= AeA-|e:1fu!-r = s,
lems: such groups would not give I\=fiSR-r = I{.
t'= BB-t : e'
Now we can return to the probany in{ormation. It's also ciear that
we can limit ourselves to groups lem of polyomino tiling. Usually a
whose elements are all products of certain set of standard polyominoes
some elements A and B and their in- is given (for example, the twelve
verses (any number of them in any pentominoes) and various figures
order). Such groups are said to be are to be built from them. The stangroups generuted by two elements, dard polyominoes may be shifted,
andthese two elements are calledthe rotated, and overturned at will.
generutorc of the group. Here are two Let's reformulate the Basic Theoexamples (which also appeared in rem so it can be applied to this
problem more conveniently.
Sosinsky's article).
p
permuBut first, one more definition.
group
The first is the
S, of
group
noncommutative
We'Il
call
a
is
tations of the numbers 1, 2, 3. It
q
with two generators A and B a null d
generated by the pernutations
group for polyomino P (with respect
Figure 6

. 1123)

22
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P. The other null group for P is the
group G, generated by two q-cycles
A, and 81 that have a single common

Now we can solve the well-known
problem of whether it's possible to
tile a chessboard with dominoes
when two opposite corner squaressay, aB and hl-are lopped off (fig.
6c). Trace out the boundary of such
a chessboard, starting from one of the
corners that's intact (as in figure 6c).
We get the product

t

element.

Using this construction, let's
prove that a rcctangJe Q measuring
m x n can be tiled by rectangles
measuring p x q only if each of the
numbers p and q is a factor of at
least one of the numbers m and n.

the tiling condition
: AnBnA-nB n - e
:
or A"B- B^A". But for our cyclic
permutations A and B this equality is
possible only if A" = e ar,d B* = e
(watch the common element of the
cycles during permutations A"B* and
B*A"1. But A" = e only if p divides n,
arrd B- : e only if p divides m. Replacing cycles A and B by the similar 4cycles A, and B' we find that either
n ot m is divisible by 4.
It's clear that the required tiling is
possible only i{ both of the numbers
m andnhas the formxp + yq,where
x and y are some nonnegative inte-

In this

= A7 BABT 4-7 g-r4't3-z

=(ABl4
=

AB*

a,

since

,rzs\
AB =l

l.

[312l

Consecluently, the required tiling is
impossible. Here we might as well
use the symmetry $oup D, of a reguiar triangle (the generators would be
the reflections in two of the triangle's
heights). You may find it easier to
deal with this second group. But S,
and Du are, in fact, two "trrcarrtations" of one and the same abstract
group (that is, they're isomorphicli
you'll see this right away when you
number the triangle's vertices and
follow the permutations of the numbers under the symmetries of the tri-

gers, since the side of the larger rectangle must be composed of the sides
of the smaller ones. Bringing together

angle.

3.P xq-omino. LetPbe arectangle measuringp x q (fig. 6d). Con-

sider the group G of permutations
generated by two cyclic permutations
of length p (p-cycles), which have exactly one element in common lfig.7):

P-l P P+t ."
o=(, 23 ...
[2 ... p I p+r ...

zn-t)
Zp-l)

and

- (t 2 ... p-r p

b=l

p+r ...2p-1)

U 2 ... p-I p+l p+2 ... p

case

has the {orm t(Q}

l.

all these conditions, we find that either (a) one of the two numberc m
and n must be divisible by p and the
other one by q; or (b) one of these
numberc is divisible by both p and
q and the other one has the form xp
+ yq (x, y z0),
Exercise 6. Prove that the last condition is not only necessary but also
sufficient for tiling a m xn-omino
withp x q-ominoes.
Exercise 7. Prove that an m x n
rectangle can be tiled with p x p and
q x q squares if and only if either
(a)both m and n are divisibleby p,
(b) both are divisible by q, or (c) one
is divisible by both p and q and the
other is of the form xp + yq, where x
and yare nonnegative integers. (Hint:
the group o{ permutations generated
)

)

Thetwoproducts t1:APBSA PB s
and f, : BAsB-PA o correspond to the
two possible positions of P on the
plane. Since AP = BP : e, both products are equal to e, so G is a null
group for the rectangular polyomino

2p-1

r;-

l.;

p-1

Figure 7

p+l

Figure

h
B

by ap- or q-cycle having exactly one
common element is a null group for
both p x p and q x 4 squares.)
In these exercises it's possible to
obtain necessary and sufficient tiling

conditions. But I must admit that
this is a tare case. Our theorem
yields only

a necessary condition and
can be used, basically, when one
must prove that some tiling does not

exist.
A lew pl'ohleln$ u,ith null Ul'mps
1. Prove that the symmetry group

Duof a square with generators r and
5) is a null group for the 7tetromino (fig. 8a).
2. Is it true that the group D, (from
problem A) is a null group for arry 4komino (k : 1,2,3, ...lrwith respect to

r, (fis.

generators r and rr?
3. Prove that (a) for n:2, 3, 4, (bl
for any n > 2, there exists a common
null group for all n-ominoes.
4. Prove that D,, is a null group for
the polyomino in figure 8b.

5. Prove the
TneoREN{ oN CrresssoARD Cor,onrNc.

Color the squares of polyomino P
black and white like a chessboard,
and denote tha absolute value of the
difference between the number of
black and white squarcs by c(P). If
c(P) , 0, then the group Dz,,p,is a null
group for P; whereas for any n ,
2c(P), the group D,is not a null group
for P.
Now you try thinking up other
examples of null groups and use them
to solve some interesting problems of
polyomino tiling.
o
HINTS ON PAGE 61
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Ihe uloll, lhe hal'un, and lsaac llletnllolt
About a cartoon, a novel by Cyrano de Bergerac,
and laser nuclear fusion
by V. A. Fabrikant
N THIS ARTICLE YOU'LL FIND

whole. In particular, the interaction

phenomenon that was shown in a popular
Soviet cartoon. A wolf in a sail
boat is trying to catch up to a hare
traveling by steamship. To increase
the speed of his sailboat, the wolf is
blowing into the sail. At first glance,
it may seem that this situation is
vaguely similar to the one described
by Baron Mrinchhausen: when he
was sinking in a marsh he managed
to pull himself out by his own hair.
There is, however, a significant distinction between the two cases. The
wolf hasn't broken that fundamental

of the parts of the Baron's body
(hands and hair) could not have

I
I
I
I

a discussion of a physical

law of mechanics, Newton's third
Iaw, while the baron has indeed broken it, which is, of course, impossible.

Sir Isaac Newton, in his
Philosophiae N atur alis Principia

caused a change in his rate of sinking,
let alone pull him out of the marsh.
To slow down his immersion, the
baron would have had to begin undressing and throwing his clothes
down into the marsh-that is, he
needed to open up the system. His
heavy jackboots would have been
especiaily useful. Finally, the baron
could have stood on the saddle and
jumped from it to solid ground. But
in doing so hewouldhave shoved his
horse down into the muck and hastened the poor animal's doom.
But let's get back to our cartoon.
We'll suppose that the sail is made of
a kind of material that absorbs the

stream of air produced by the wolf.
Then the sai.lboat andthe wolf would
constitute a closed system/ and without wind the boat couldn't budge no
matter how hard the wolf blew. The
wolf's attempts to speed the boat up
wouid be equally fruitless (iI the boat
is already moving at the same speed
as the wind): the pressure of the air
blown by the wolf would be balanced
by the action of his claws on the gunwale of the boat. The fact is, the wolf
experiences a recoil when he blows
forward-he's forced back according
to the law of action and reaction.

This is similar to a gunshot: the
bullet or shell flies out in one direction and the gun begins to move in
the opposite direction. Every hunter
or gunner knows this. Still closer is

Mathematicat

(" Principia" {or shortl,
formulated the third law this way:
"To every action there is a reaction;
that is, the actions of two bodies on

in
direction." Newton explained: "If
something is pushing something
else, or pulling it, then the former is
itself pushed or pulled by the latter.
If someone pushed one's finger
against a stone/ the finger is also
one another are equal and opposite

o
U
3

x

pushedby the stone." It follows from
Newton's third law that no interaction inside a closed system (from
which nothing escapes) can inJluence

the movement of the system as
l"Mathematical principles of
natural philosophy" (Latin).
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There's an old engraving of Cyrano
flying to the Moon in a basket with
rockets attached. The rockets send
out fiery jets that drive the basket
upward. So Cyrano foresaw the use of
rockets in space flight more than 300

years ago.

It's also curious that

Cyrano asserts in this book, written

some 30 years before Newton's
Pilncipia, that the Moon's gravitational attraction becomes greater
than the Earth's at a point nearer the
Moon than the Earth because the
Moon's mass is less than the Earth's.
He even calculates the ratio of these

distances (but, a1as, got it wrong: 3
instead of about 9).
Cyrano ironically describes the
Moon as Eden. He allegedly meets
the prophet Elijah there and asks how
he had gotten to the Moon. The

prophet then describes his method of

travel, which contradicts Newton's

third 1aw. He had built an iron
dg^+
the analogy of a missile, whose exhaust shoots out one end while it
takes off in the other direction.
In the cartoon/ though, the boat
actually has a sail of ordinary material, which naturally deflects the
sfteam of air rather than absorbing it.
So the air blown by the wolf comes
back after being deflected by the sail
and leaves the "sailboat-and-woJI sys-

tem." In other words, the system
ceases to be closed as soon as the
wolf starts blowing. The phenomenon of recoil increases the sailboat's
speed. (Ali jet planes exploit this phenomenon: their engines send out gas

iets in back to propel the aircra{t forward.)
So it tums out the wolf was better
versed in mechanics than the baron.
We could suggest an improvement in

his mode of sailing, though. He
would have found it more efficient to
turn around and blow in the opposite
direction: the sail isnTt an ideai deflector, so the stream of air sent back
is weakened.

is aYery
curious figure in world literature.
Cyrano descended from a impoverished noble family and spent his entire life in need. At that time only
poets serving rich aristocrats prospered. Cyrano couldn't serve anybody
because he was extremely independent and hot-tempered. Cyrano
wrote leaflets of poems against the
all-powerful prime minister, carfinal
Masarini. He tried to strike it rich at
cards, but was unsuccessful. Cyrano
was endowed by nature with a grotesque/ huge nose, which was the
subject of iokes and taunts and the
cause of a great many duels. But this
gambler and duelist was a great
thinker, a follower of the philosopher
Gassendi,2 and the creator of the science fiction novelThe OtherWorld,
or the States and Empires of the
Moon (published rn 1657 after the
author's death).
What's interesting is that in the
novel Cyrano describes his flight to
the Moon . . . by means of rockets!
Bergerac (1519-1655). He

chariot (it was believed that thunder
is the rumbling of Elijah's chariot),
sat in it, and began to throw a magnetized iron ball upward. The ball
attracted the chariot, and each throw
pulled the chariot up until it reached
the Moon. The prophet failed to take
into account the recoil experienced

by the chariot when he throws the
ball, and so he became a predecessor
of the "truth-loving" Baron
Munchhausen.
In the second half of the nineteenth centuryi the French dramatist
Edmond Rostand wrote the play
Cyrano de Bergerac, which continues to enjoy great success on stage
and screen.r The author ca1led his
play a "heroic comedy," which describes it pertectly-it's funny and
profound at the same time. Rostand
ascribes to Cyrano a method of flying to the Moon "invented" by the
prophet Elijah, but doesn't mention
rockets. Inexplicably, he also
changes the chariot to a piece of
sheet metal.
Not so long ago a lunar crater was
named Cyrano, which stands to reason.

Cyram de Bel'uel'ac

The recoil effect is used in space
rockets nowadays. But here we've
come to the French writer Cyrano de

20
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2Pierre Gassendi (L592-1555),

French philosopher and physicist, who

3The movie "Roxanne," starring

studied mechanics, acoustics, optics,

Steve Martin, was based on this

and heat.

play.-Ed.

by that of the

Moon. Verne
was wrong. For

thermonuclear fusion. The beams of

of

many high-powered lasers are fo-

the state

weightlessness

to

appear it's
not necessary
that the gravitational force
acting on the

spaceship be
zero. Leaving
aside the experience of astronauts/ who are

weightless

as

soon as the en-

gines stop fir-

ing, we know
that polevaulters, for
instance, ex-

perience

weightlessA leuu urords a[oul Jules Uenne

Frcm Earth to Moon in 97 Hours,
20 Minutes is a science fiction novel
written by |ules Veme in 1 865. Veme
describes a flight to the Moon in a

shell fired by a giant cannon. We
have to admit that this is a much less
rational way to f1y than the rocketpowered basket Cyrano dreamed up.

And thisis 200 years laterl True,
in another nove1, Aroundthe Moon,
one of the three travelers, Michel
Ardan, takes some rockets with him,
but only to soften the impact rvhrle
landing. In both novels, though,
Veme gives

a

more precise coordrnate

for the point at which the Earth's
gravitational pu1l equals that of the
Moon: 47l52ofthe distance from the

N. G. Basov and O. N. Krokhin suggested that lasers be used to trigger

ness (if we ignore air resistance).
lllucleal' lusion and lhe rscoilsflgcl

Now let's return to our century
and even take a step into the next.
We're going to talk about the latest
technology, which is far from being
perfected. I'm talking about a form of

controlled thermonuclear fusion in

which inertia is used to keep

a

plasma together.a

This tlpe of fusion dates back to
1962, when the Soviet physicists

-Plasma is highly ionized gas, often
called a 'iourth state o[ marrer"
because it doesn't easilv fit into the
categories oi so1id, llquid, or gas.-Ed.

cused on a small target from all direc-

tions. The intensity of the laser
beams is changed over time according to a certainformula. At first the
beams cause quick evaporation of the

target's surface layer. This results in
a violent compression of the inner
part of the target (by afactor of hundreds or thousands) because of the
recoil of evaporated molecules. The
compression is needed to bring the
nuclei close enough together for a
thermonuclear reaction. Premature

heating of the inside of the target
would inhibit compression, so heating occurs after compression. For the
compression to be efficient the laser
beams must "illumittate" the target
from all sides uniformly, which is no
mean {eat. Only then will the
"winds" arising from evaporation of
the surface material take on the
structure needed for extreme compression. Otherwise parts of the target that are poorly illuminated will
bulge. The "Dolphin" laser device
creates 215 beams that strike atarget
smaller than a pea.
High-speed computers and the latest achievements in nonlinear optics
are used to provide automated control of the complex equipment used
in laser fusion. Laser fusion is not
without competitors-there are now
devices that use powerful electron or
ion beams. But they are all based on
compression from evaporation of the
surface layer and the accompanying
recoil effect.

o

Earth to the Moon. No wonder he got

it right-the relation of masses of the
Earth and Moon was aheady known,
as was Newton's 1aw of gravity.
Michel Ardan's fellow travelers-the
president of the cannon club
Barbicain and Captain Nicol-used
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PHYSICS
CONTEST

The lealry peltdtllttIn
"Would you like to swing on a star,
Carry moonbeams home in a jar . . .1"-lshnny Burkel
by Arthur Eisenkraft and Larry D. Kirkpatrick

HE MOTION OF SIMPLE
pendulums has played an interesting role in physics and technology. Galileo is reported to
have made an important discovery
about the motion of a pendulum

while watching the swinging of

a

chandelier during a church service.
He discovered that the period of a
simpie pendulum is (almost) inde-

pendent of the amplitude of its
swing. This led to the use of pendulums to measure time intervals and
the development of accurate clocks.

Any mass hanging from a pivot is
a pendulum. An orangutan swinging
by one arm {rom a branch is one example. Your leg pivoting from your
hip as you walk is another. Both of
these examples are fairly complicated
because the objects aren't rigid structures and the mass is distributed in
such a complicated fashion. As physics students, you should practice
looking at complicated situations
and finding ways to simplify them.
What do you imagine would be the
simplest pendulum? Certainly not
the chandelier that so intrigued
Gali1eo.

The simplest pendulum would
probably be

u

a

compact mass attached

to a long string, Physicists call this
"the simple pendulum." If we let a
simple pendulum swing through
small angles, we find that its period

E

IFrom
"Swinging on a Star," music
by |immy Van Heusen, which was the
Academy Award-winning song in
1944 (sung by Bing Crosby in Going

f

MyWay).

-t
o
0)
=
a

C

x

7 (the time to complete one cycie) is
given by

f

=Znt[Llg, where

t

is the

length from the pivot to the center of
mass of the pendulum bob and g is
the acceleration due to gravity. This

is similar to the solution of many
other problems in physics where objects repeat their motion over and
over again. Notice that the period
doesn't depend on the mass of the

bob. Does this surprise you? It
should! And we recommend that you
plan on devoting some quiet time to

wondering about the insignificance
of the mass of a pendulum.
In this month's contest problem,
we'1l study the period of a simple
pendulum that is slowly losing
mass-the so-called leaky pendulum.
The pendulum bob is a cubical container of negligible mass with an edge
length of 2a. It is initially filled with
a fluid of mass Mo. The cube is tied
to a very light string to form a simple
pendulum of length Io. The fluid
flows through a small hole in the
bottom of the cube at a constant rate
r. At any time , the level of the fluid
in the container is J and the length I
of the pendulum is measured relative
to the instantaneous center of mass.
Part A: Find the period as a function of time for small angular displacements.
Part B: Sketch
as a

a

graph of the period

function of time, being sure to

label the endpoints of the graph.
Part C: How do your answers
change if the mass of the container is
also Mo (the same as the

initial

mass

of the fluid) and the center of mass of
the container is located at its geometrical center?
Please send your solutions to
Quantum, 3041 North Washington
Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22201. The
best solutions will be acknowledged
in Quantum and their creators will
receive free subscriptions for one
year.

llowlhe hall[ounce$
In discussions with some of our
readers, we discovered that many of
you are successfully solving these
contest problems. We then discovered that we haven't been getting responses because the best problem
solvers aren't necessarily the best letter writers! Well, that's fine. h order
to challenge all of our readers, we'll
design our contest problems to cover
a range of skills. In other words,
watch out for future problems.
The best solutions to the Contest
problem in the March/April issue
were submitted by |oseph Burke
(Massena, NY), Kiran Kedlaya (Silver

Spring, MD), Sam Prytulak
(Vancouver, BC), and Noam
Shomron (Budd Lake, NY).

When the racquetball hits the
wall, it undergoes a totally elastic,
frictionless collision. This means
that the vertical component of its
velocity remains unchanged and its
horizontal component is reversed in
direction. Since this is just like viewing the motion in a vertical mirror,
CON?/NUED ON PAGE
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MATH

INVESTIGATIONS

Differlltu diflerultce$

I

And subsetted sets
by George Berzsenyi

OME YEARS AGO BASIL
Rennie, the editor of. ICMN
(l ames C ook Mathamatical
Notas), sent me a collection of
problems he had compiled as the
Creator of Problems for the 1981
Australian Mathematics Olympiad. Among them I found the following problem, devised by C. I.
Smyth of |ames Cook University of
North Queensland, whom I also
met during my first visit to Australia: "How large a subset of the integers 1,2, ..., 19Bl can be chosen
so that no two in the subset differ
by either 2 or 3?" In my search for
problems to be proposed in the

solve these two problems before
attempting the more general problem: "Let k, m, ar.d n be positive
integers, Scl!,2,...,n|. What is
the largest number of elements S
can have if no two members of it
differ by m or k?"
I'11 sketch the solution of yet another special case, m = 6,k = 11,
and n = 1991 (what else? !) belowthereby, perhaps, provifing a mode
of attack on the general situation.
Partition T = {1, 2, ..., 17} into the

Mathematics Examination), I managed to update Smyth's challenge
and posed the following problem as
Problem 13 in the 1989 AIME:
"Let S be a subset of {1, 2, 3, ...,
1989)such that no two members of
S differ by 4 or 7. What is the largest number of elements S can
have?" I recommend that you

and note that each of these can con-

AIME (American Invitational

subsets
12, 13}, {3, 9]}, {4, tsl, {5, t1},
{6, t7l, {8, 14}, {10, 16}, {12},

{t,7},

tribute at most one element to S.
Moreover, in view of the chain o{
implications,

12eS+1eS+7eS=13eS

=2eS=8eS=14eS
+3eS+9eS=15eS
=4eS=10eS=16eS
+5eS+11eS=17eS

The purpose of this column is to direct
the attention of Quantum's readers to

=5eS =l2eS,

interesting problems in the literature
that deserve to be generalized and could
lead to independent research and/or
science proiects in mathematics. Students who succeed in unraveling the
phenomena presented are encouraged
to communicate their results to the author either directly or through Quantum, which will distribute among
them valuable book prizes ar,dforfuee
subscriptions.
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T c S, then 7 can have at most 8
elements. Indeed, one can choose

T = 1.1,3,5,9,10, 13, 15, l7l,

elements differing by 5 or 11) if we
its elements multiples of 17.
Since 1989 : ll7 .17, it follows that
the largest subset o{ II, 2, ..., l9B9]
with the desired properties has
add to

1 17 . B = 936 elements. A bit more
effort will yreld 937 as the answer
to our problem (that is, when a :
t99Ll.
The successful reader may also
wish to generalize even further and
consider the folowing problem:
"Letn,k, andmr, rr72t ,,,t mobepositive integers, S c {1,2,. .., n} . What
is the largest number of elements S
can have if no two of its members
differbv,i m forI <i<k?"

Sha[es ands[es

Two readers, Brian Platt from
Utah and Bodo Lass from Germany,
submitted wonderfully successful
investigations of the problems
posed in the November/December
1990 issue. Both showed that for
fr , 2, there are infinitely many
polygons with n sides of integer
length that can be inscribed in a
circle o{ integer radius. Moreover,
one can specify positive integers n1l
r72r ...t rru such that n, + n2+ ... + nk
:n-I, andfor eachi, I <i<k,n
sides of the polygon are of equal
length.
The figure on the facing page
provides a scheme for constructing

and then one can show that 7 retains its key property (of not having

a polygon

with n rational sides in-

scribed

in a unit circle; upon mul-

a, =2sirr(a,12)

tiplying through with the least
common multiple of the denominators of the sides, one can obtain
from it the desired polygon. The
lengths r11 r2t ...t rn_t are arbitrary
positive rational numbers such that

tan

rrtll

'\

+tan 'r2+...+tan 'rr_1 1

=

z srnllzn -(o1

+ a2+..' +u,-1 )]

= z sinl(a t I 2) + (a 2 I 2)+.

.

.

+(u

;

I

is a polynomial in sin (url2l, srn (arl2l,
..., sin (u,_rlL), cos (arfLl, cos larlZl, ...,
cos lc;.,-rfLl, and so is also rational.
Platt and Lass also noted that one

rt

could replace the circle in the problem with a semicircle. Congratulations to them for their excellent
work, for which they wili receive an
interesting book prize.
O

andforeachi, 1<r<fi-1,
ar= 4 tan'-l rr'
I'11leave it to you to show that for (l - r,'llft + r,2l; that is, all these numi: I,2, ...t n - l, ar= 4r f(l + r,21, bers are rational. Finally, one must
sin lu,lL) = b,llt+r?), andcos (ulZl = also verify that

,,LEAKY

PENDULUM"
CONTINUED FROMPAGE 29
we can ignore the wall until the last

Does your library have
Quantum ?

During this time the ball travels
the horizontal distance

step.

For the vertical component of the
motion, we have
Y

=

Yo +

vort

+

\artz

,

with the usual definitions for the

I{ not, talk to your librarian!

Quantum is a resource that

R=v*t=vcos0:5.17m.
Since the ball must travel 2.25

belongs in every high school and

college library.

mto

recommende

reach the wall, it will land 292 m
from the front wail.
O

We can solve this quadratic equation

to find the time for the ball to reach
the floor:
vou

t

+2gH

L-

o
b

Substituting the given values, we get

I f tr'rtl 4^

_!1,
l6rk
t(
-{(t
8.rzz
1 l-r
_trrAS

, = 1.08

s,

-0.342

tl

s.

Since we are interested in positive
times, we choose the first solution.
(You should ask yourself the meaning of the other solution.)

"Highly
ournal
-Librury f
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symbols and vo, = v sin 0. For our

H+ vsrt-!gt2.

d,."

Share the

problem, we have
0=

2)]

I
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A science prolect and access to a computer is all you need to enter Super0uest, the
national competition that challenges high school students and teachers to use supercomputing to explore and undersland science and mathematics. Super0uest teams are
made up of one ortwo teacher-coaches and three orfour studenls from grades

be lrom any discipline, as long as they require computing resources lor analyzing
important aspects of the project. Teams with the best projects are Super0uest winners.

Winning teams will participate in an exciting three-week Summer lnstitute to learn about
supercomputing and members will receive stipends; $3,000 for each teacher-coach
and $1,000 for each student. Wrnning schools will receive network access and time on
a supercomputer for one year.
SuperQuest is supported by the National Science Foundation and corporate sp0ns0rs
and is a partnership of the Cornell Theory Center with the National Center for Super-

computing Applications and the University of Alabama in Huntsville/Alabama
Supercomputer Network.

cArr 1-607-255-4859

Ir,

I through

I 2. Teams can submit individual student projects 0r one group project. Problems can

FoR Ail AppucATlolt BootoET.

The registration deadline is March 2, 1992.
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HIS DEPARTMENT, AS ITS
name implies/ usually contains
a motley collection of facts
strung on the thread of some
math or physics idea. The approach
taken in this edition of the Kaleidoscope will be less "kaleidoscopic,"
yet its topic has a lot to do with kaleidoscopes and with groups, so it fits
perfectly right here-the Kaleidoscope pages in this "group issue" of
Quantum.
The beautiful plates that grace
these pages are the work of the famous Dutch artist-a favorite of

KALEIDC

0l'nalnBltll

Satie

Harmony with alg

mathematicians everywhereMaurits Cornelis Escher, whose

O 1950 M. C. Escher/Cordon Art - Bam

imagination was greatly stimulated
by kaleidoscope pattems.

Figure 2

- Holland

-Alexander

by Vladimi"

or j:ust celk, through its sides.
We can change the pattern in the
ce71s,

cell-like

Pushkin,

rearranging the glass pieces

by turning the kaleidoscope. Then
the entire picture will also change,
but its abstract structure-the order
and disposition of cell pattems, deter-

O 1952 M. C. Escher/Cordon Art - Baarn - Holland

Figure

1

Figure 1 presents a picture very
similar to what a real kaleidoscope
might show (you must imagine all
the patterns here to be extended infinitely). It consists of repeated triangular pattems, and we can regard any
one of them (say, the one in the box
I've drawn) as if created by pieces of
colored glass in a kaleidoscope tube

framed by three mirrors, making a

regular trihedral prism. When you
look into the prism, you see the main
triangular pattern-the motif-together with all its multiple reflections. Because the triangle is equilateraI, its images tile the whole plane
without gaps or overlaps. In much
the same way all of Escher's pattem
is generated by reflections of any of
its triangular fragments, called unit
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mined by laws of reflection-naturally remains the same. But when the
mirrors are moved a little, separate
images of the motif shift, overlap
with each other, and the whole picture diffuses and gets blurred. There
are only a few positions of the mirrors that by multiple reflection produce a discernible pattern of recurrent motifs like in figure 1. Another
pattem of this sort is seen in figure 2:
here Escher made use of a "kaleidoscope" with four mirrors forming a
square cell.
Exercise 1. Find two other essentially diff erent kaleidoscopes.
The next steps on the road to generalization are the periodic patterns
in which the unit cell is reproduced

by transformations other than line
reflections: translations, rotations,
a;nd glide-refleations (which are re-

O 1963 M. C. Escher/Cordon Art - Baarn Holland

Figure 4
flections combined with translations
along the mirror axes). Inspecting figures 1 and2, you'li find that every
ce1l can be mapped onto many others

just by translation or, say, rotation
{see exercise 2 below). But here these
types of isometries distance-preserv(

ing transformations) arise as a net
effect of a series of reflectrons. On the

other hand, in figures 3 through 7
there are no re{lections at all. Each of
these pattems, how-ever, rs composed

O 1962 M. C. Escher/Cordon

Figure 3

Art

Baarn

- Holland

of images of one ce1l undergoing rotation and translation. In figureT , for
example, the triangular cel1is printed
more brightly. Applyrng all the different kinds of 116 turns about its left
vertex and ll3 tums about its upper
vertex, we'll tile the plane with its
images and get the entire pattem (disregarding the colors). So this is a sort

D

directions.
D (discreteness).The group con-

tains the shortest translation

)OSCOPE

group.
Maybe the second condition needs
little
clarification. If it doesn't hold,
a
you
can find an arbitrarily short
and

ffal Uroup$
i,,

1\rcn:

I tested

algebra.
'<in,

Mozart and Salieri

rir Dubrovsky

to,

which is the nonidentical translation
by the vector whose length does not
exceed the length of the vector of any
other nonidentical translation of the

O

I94l M.

C. Escher/Cordon Art - Baarn

- Holiand

Figure 6
ample, the three pattems in figures 1,
5, and 7 canbefitted onto themselves

translation in the group/ then however small your cell is its images will
overlap, so you'llbe unable to distinguish them.
Exercise 3. Find the translations t,,
t, to for the patterns in figures 1
through 7.

by 120" tums, but only the first has
line reflections, and only the last has
half-tums. It's the set of symmetries
that determines the abstract structure of a pattem-that constitutes its
framework. And such stmctures are
quite numerous/ as one can judge by
the designs on mosques, for example.

Intricate periodic patterns are especially frequent in the art of Muslim
countries because the Koran forbids
depictions of people and animals. My
goal here is to give, if not a complete,

I
I

then at least a partial description of
these structures. Why is it so important to classify them? The reason is
o 1939 M. C. Escher/Cordon Art - Baam - Hollmd
more scientific than artistic: atoms
Figure 5
in a crystal form a pattem much like
of "rotational kaleidoscope." This those you see in the illustrations
figure also shows that a unit cell isn't here, though not as elaborate. So in a
defined uniquely; we could use/ sa, certain sense/ the classification of
crystalline forms amounts to the
the silhouette of a lizard.
Exercise 2. Choose some unit cell classification of regular periodic sysin each of figures 1 through 7 and tems of points. {You can find out
describe the transformations that more about crystals and regular systake this cell into the others. Verifu tems in the article by R. Galiulin in
that these transformations can al- the |anuary/February 1991 issue.)
And here groups enter the scene.
ways be reduced to one of the three
types of isometries listed above (line You may have already leamed from
reflections are a particular case of Alexey Sosinsky's article "Marching
glide-reflections). Verify that the Orders" (see page 6)-which is very
transformations you've found map helpful for what follows-that all the
the entire pattem onto itself-that is, symmetries of any figure constitute
they're the symmetries of the pat- its symmetry goup. We're interested
in the symmetry groups of infinite
tems.
We can see at a glance that each of periodic pattems. Such groups must
our (or tather, Escher's) patterns has satisfy two natural conditions:
P lperiodicity). The group contains
its own set of symmetries, differing
from those of the others. For ex- two translations, t, andt, in different

O 1942 M. C. Escher/Cordon Art - Baam - Hollmd

Figure 7
The groups of isometries satisfying conditions P and D are called
cry stallogr aphic group s. They've
been actively investigated in the last
century. The prominent French
mathematician C. |ordan found 15
plane crystallographic groups (in
18591, L. Sohncke in Germany discovered the missing one but missed
three others ll874l. The first full list
of all 17 groups was given exactly 100
years ago by the outstanding Russian

crystallographer and geometer E.

S.

Fyodorov. A year earlier, in 1890,
Fyodorov published a classic work in
which he listed all230 spatial crystallographic groups. The patterns presented here have seven of the 17
$oups as their symmetry groups. (To
get the right groups in figures 5 and
7 disregard the coloring.) But five of
the seven (figures 3 through 7) consti-

0llA]'lIUltl/l(ALil00sc0Pt

tute the complete list of those of the
17 groups that consist only of translations and rotations. (I'11 sketch the
proof below.) These five groups {orm
the core, in a sense, of ail the 17
groups/ since any of the other L2 carr
be obtained by adding to one of the
five groups a proper (glide-)reflection
and the compositions of this reflection with all the translations and rotations of the original $oup. For instance/ the symmetry group of the
pattern in figure 2 is obtained in this
way by adding to the group of figue 4 areflection in the line ioining
any two neighboring centers of symmetry.
I imagine many of you would like
to draw your own recurent patterns.
To construct such a pattern, it suffices to choose a unit Ce[ and generators (transformations) that will reproduce it. Then draw whatever you like
inside the cell and tile the plane with

the images of your motif, applying
the chosen transformations. You can
try it yourself, but it's far from easy.
The guidelines for your work are
given in the exercises at the end of
this article.
So, let's try to sort the crystallographic groups consisting of translations and rotations. It will be convenient, and quite legitimate, to think
of them as the symmetry groups of
some periodic pattems, although pat-

tems aren't involved in the general
definition of crystallographic groups.
Also, we'1l have to use some of the
simpler elements of transformational
geometry.

We'lIbegin with the groups comprising only translations. You'll recail that the inverse of a translation
by some vector is the translation by
the negative of this vector, and the
composition of two translations is
the translation by the sum of the vec-

Figure
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tors. It follows that, together with
translations by vectors a and b, our
group must contain translations by
all vectors of the form ka + Ib, where
k and 1 are arbitrary integers. If we

<e

represent these vectors by arrows ra-

diating from some origin O, then
their tips will make a grid like the
one in figure B. Let's show that vectors a andb can always be chosen so
that the vector of every translation of
our group is of theformka+ lbwith
soma integers k and 1.

u> 6A

+

Figure 8 illustrates the proof when
the group contains not just one (as
Figure 9
condition D requires)but two shortest translations in di{ferent direc- Consider one of these rotations R. It
tions. Let a and b be their vectors. maps the correspondingpattem onto
The corresponding grid, shown in the itself. The translation by any vector
figure, consists of diamonds. If the v of set Valso takes the pattern onto
group contains a translation by vec- itself. Clearly the pattern rotated by
tor OA, whose tip A doesn't fall on a R is mapped onto itsel{ by vector v
node of the grid, then point A must rotated by R-that is, R(v). But the
lie inside one of the diamonds, and rotated pattern coincides with the
the distance from A to at least one of initial one! So the symmetry group of
the vertices B of this diamond must the pattem contains R(v)whenever it
be less than the length of its side. contains v. But the length of R(v)
Translations by OB, 0A, and, there- equals that of v. Thereforet set V
fore, BA : OA - OB belong to our stays invailant undu any rctation
$oup.This leads to a contradiction, from the goup. (When a vector is
because the length of BA is less than rotated, only the angle of rotation
that of the shortest vector a.
matters, not the center.) From this
hr the general case, we can take for we can infer, for example, that a crysa the shortest vector and for b the tallographic group never contains a
vector whose projection onto the axis rotation by 35O'15 = 72o or, say, by
perpendicular to a has the smallest
15o, since neither of these rotations
nonzero length among all the vectors keeps any of the sets Vin figure 9 inof translations in our group. (I'11omit
variant.
the details.)
So what are the possible angles?
The next step is to find out what Taking into account that if there is a
the set V of the vectors of all the rotation by angle cr in a group, there
shortest translations looks like. No- are also its square, cube, . . . (that is,
tice that the negative of any vector a rotations by 2a,3a, ...1, we come up
from V also belongs to V (it has the with the following sets of rotation
same length as a and corresponds to angles:
the inverse translation). Also, the
angle between any two di{ferent vec(1) 0., (2) 0., 180o; (3ll0",120",240.,
tors from Vis not less than 50" (oth- {41o.,90",18o",270.; (5) 0", 60., 120.,
erwise the group would contain a 180o,240.,300".
translation-the one by the difference of these vectors-that is shorter
Sets (1) and (21go with all four
than the shortest possible). It {ollows cases of V in figure 9; (3) and (5) go
immediately that there are only four with the bottom right V; (4) goes with
possible cases for set V, shown in fig- thebottomleft V. Sets (1)through (5)
ure 9.
correspond to the symmetry groups
Now we'te able to say what values of patterns in figures 3 through 7, rethe angles of rotations belonging to spectively. The standard notation for
the crystallographic group can take. thesegroupsispl, p2,p3, p4, p6 (the

number corresponds to the maximal
order of rotation centers for the respective groups, for example, the cen-

ter of rotations by 36o'kfn, k:0,1,
..., n - 1, has the nth order).
To be fair, we must also prove that
a set of rotation angles determines
the group uniquely (or rather, to the

point of isomorphism/ to use the

raa, rco) Ql too ror; {31 g41, Erp|i (41 tAB,
r as, # n11) (51 gr *r, sr ,*; l5l r as, r all, gr ,,s.
Exercise 5. Find allthe transformations generated by a line reflection

and a rotation (a) by 90", (b) by 120'.
Choose a suitable cell and draw the
corresponding patterns.
Once you've done the exercises,
you'll have discovered all the plane

crystallogaphic groups. To complete
the proof of Fyodorov's theorem, you
iust have to show that all the possible extensions of groups p1, p2, p3,

p4, and p6 have indeed been ex-

o

hausted.

term explained in Sosinsky's article).
The main step of the proof is to show

that every rotation from the group
can be represented as a composition
of the rotation by the same angle
about some fixed eenter and one of
the translations from the group. So
the entire group is completely determinedby the basic translations (by a
and b), the maximal order of rotation
centers/ and any of the centers of this

order.

Now we can extend the five
groups by reflections/ as was explained above. You should keep in
mind, though, that in order to retain
the set of translations and rotations,
the added reflection must map the
grid of rotation centers onto itself, so
the image of any center must coincide with another center of the same
order, and so on. The extensions of
$oups pl and p2 are described in exercise 4 below (p1 has three extensions and p2 has four; one of the latter is the "kaleidoscope" group of
figure 2). Groups p3 and p4 have two
extensions each; p6, only one. One of
the extensions of each of these three
$oups is again "kaleidoscopic": for
p3 it's the group in iigure 1; for p4
and p6 they are generated by reflections in the three sides of the right
isosceles triangle and the right triangle with an angle of 50', respectively (and this is the answer to exercise 1). So we have 17 - 5 - 7 - 3 = 2
groups left; they're described in exercise 5.
Exercise 4. Draw periodic pattems
based on a rectangular ceIlABCDIor
the following sets of generating transformations (we'll use the notation t

,

txyt alnd gr xy to sigrufy translation by
XY, reflection in line XY, and glidereflection tn.ryyt respectively, K/ I/
M, N are the midpoints of sides AB,
CD, AD, BC of therectangle): (LltAB,
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Symmetry, anisotropy, and Ohm's law
by S. N. Lykov and D. A. Parshin

VERYBODY HAS SOME doesn't depend on the sample size, so curent can't flow across the layers
intuition about symmetry-so it would seem unambiguously to but only along them. So measuremany things in nature and art characterize the sample's ability to ments in two directions (fig. 2) wil
are arranged symmetrically: the conduct current. But why say "it give two answers: the "transverse"
petals of a flower, patterns in a piece
of jewelry, atoms in a lattice, and so
on. The very notion of beauty is connected with symmetry. Symmetry is
inherent not only in art and architecture but in mathematics and physics
as well. In fact, it plays an exceedingly useful role in the last two areas

conductivity

have several values for its conductiv-

zero, and the

ity?

mentioned. Sometimes considerations of symmetry are all it takes to
solve extremely difficult physics
problems. We'll try to convince you
of this by way of a few examples

crystals possess this property. Here's

why.

{rom solid-state physics.
Imagine we face the task of determining the electrical conductivity' of
a crystal lwhose properties are as yet

Yes, it can/ as it turns out. And
there's nothrng surprising about that.

unknown). Let's cut a rectanguiar

Imagine, ior instance, that the sub-

sample from this crystai and insert it
into a circuit as shorvn rn figure 1.
Having measured the current across
the sample and the voltage in it, u,e'11
use Ohm's 1aw to find the conductiv-

stance was layered: conducting layers
altemate rvith nonconducting ones-

ity o:

L
o=ys,
where

l is current, I is length,

o, (fig. 2a) is eclual to
"longitudinal" conductivity o;; is not. (An example of such
a layered medium occurring in nature is the graphite crystal. Its longitudinal conductivity is 250 times
that of its transverse conductivity.)
But even without layers, the conductivity of a medium can depend on
the direction of the current. Many

would seem"? Can a crystal really

Figure

1

that i.s, with dielectric layers. Then
the measurements will depend on
horv the sample is cut-along or
across the layers. It's clear that the

Figure 3 shows the arrangement of
atoms in a crystal. (Natural crystals
are three-dimensional, of course; but
our main points can be clearly illustrated in flat drawings.) Compare the
two directions shown with red and

blue lines: it's obvious that they're
not equivalent. Why? We clearly see
that along the "red" lines the atoms,
are much farther apart than they are
along the "blue" lines. Choose any
other direction and you'll see that it's

il)
V is

o electrical potential difference {volt-U age), and S is cross-sectional area. It
q)
o
f

o
=
C
CJ)

,{-

lElectrical conductivity is the
inverse of the resistivity-that is, o =
1/p. The resistance R of a rod of the
material is given by R = pI/S.

0lJIt'lTlJlI/ttATllRt
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not equivalent to the preceding one.
It's natural to expect that the electrons somehow "feel" this difference-it's easier for them to move
among atoms in some directions
than in others. No wonder crystal
conductivity can depend on the direction of the current.
Media whose properties are not
equal in different directions are called
anisotropic. As we now see/ the
cause of crystal anisotropy is the difference in directions that arises out of

The average
velocity of the
electrons i is
parallei to the
effective force
F. And the
curent 7 is

parallel to i.
So vectors /

and E are also

parallel, and
we can write

Figure 3

the regular arrangement of the atoms.

Another important aspect of
anisotropy is the current's ability to
flow in a direction that doesn't coincide with that of the electric field.
Let's examine this more closely.
From formula (1) it's clear that the
current density I = flS is proportional
to the elecrric field E : V lL appliedto
the sample:

i:

oE.

(21

But the curent and field in the medium are characterized not only by
magnitude but by direction as well.
The field vector E gives the magnitudeanddirectionofthe torceF = eE
acting upon each charge e. Under the
influence of this force the electrons
move with an average velocity 7.
The current density vector 7 (we'11
call it the cuffent vector for short) is
parallel to this average velocity v of
the electrons.2 Ohm's law, as it appears in equation (2), links only the
magnitude of the current I and the
field applied from outside, but it says
nothing about the mutual orientation of vectors j arrd E.

"But that's obvious," you

say.

"The field E and force F are parallel.

2lt's easy to show that
i = gni/,
per
is
the
number
of
electrons
where n
unit volume moving at a velocity 7.
The electron charge o is negative, so /

and i are oriented opposite each other.
(Vectors are normally designated
tlpographically by bold face; arrows
were used in this article {or

emphasis.-Ed.)
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i

=oE.

(3)

instead of (2). It's very simple!"
But is this reasoning correct? Yes,

if we're talking about an isotropic
medium-that is, one in which all
directions are equivalent. When all
directions are equivalent, the electrons don't care where they go, and as
soon as we apply an external {ield
they have no choice: vector E grr"t
the only direction that is diJferent.
The current i willflow in that direction.
Whenever we talk about crystals,
we can't lose sight of anisotropyl In
any crystal there's a rich store of
unequivalent directions (recall figure
3). Lr this case the direction E is brrt
one of them, which stands out from
the point of view of electron movement. So we can't reason the same
way we did in the case of isotropy.
The weak link in our reasoning is
where the parallelism of vectors 7
and F is mentioned. In an anisotropic medium they may tum out to be
nonparallef and thenvectors / and E
won't be parallel either! The situation can be imagined rather vividly as
follows.
An extemalforce F = aE drives the
electrons "through the structure" of
atoms/ where there are " easy" afrd
"difficult" directions of travel. Colliding with the atoms, the electron
often changes its firection, and it's
possible to speak of an electron moving along a straight line only on average. Passing through many interatomic distances the electron
manages to move more in an"easy"

direction than in a "difficult" or,e,
and not necessarily along F. Everything depends on the interactions of
the electrons with the atoms and on
the orientation of the field E with regard to the crystal directions that
stand out the most.
The thoughtful reader is sure to
ask a sly question: in our experiments (fig. 1) the field is always applied along the sample, and the current undoubtedly also flows only
along the sample. How, then, could
Yectors i and E not be parailel?
We admit that we've concealed an

important fact from you, one that
eliminates this misunderstanding.
We haven't mentioned that (because

of anisotropy again) the field E,
which induces the current j in the
crystal, isn't necessarily the same as
the electrical field due to the voltage
per unit length V I L apphed along the
sample. It doesn't agree in magnitude
or direction. Figure 4 depicts the case

of an anisotropic medium, and you
can see the result of the chain of
events occurring after the voltage is
supplied to the sample. At this moment the field applied along the
sample-vector i, in figure 4-begins to act upon the electrons. The
culrent that arises, as was mentioned
E|=V

/L

E,

?
l

++++++++
Er

f,grr"

+

-

[J(

l--

V./'
-:Ir-/-./
I

.il.,

fl

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

earlier, can be oriented differently
because of anisotropy-for instance,
to the right and up somewhat {in
which case the electrons move left
and down a bit). Transverse displacement of the elecffons will cause the

form. And it will be quite simple for

also work, since they serve as repeti-

crystals with sufficient symmetry.
That's what we'll talk about now.

tions of the rotations mentioned
above. By the way, Cn is the commonly accepted way of designating
anaxis of symmetry; thenumbernis
cailed its "order."

faces

of the sample to

become

charged (the upper face positively, the

bottom negatively), and the transverse field E, will appear in the
sample in addition to the applied
field. But at the same time .E, prevents the transverse movement of
electrons downward, and so it will
increase only until this movement
stops. All this occurs in the blink of
an eye ( 10-'a

11

and after that the pic-

ture doesn't change: the current /
continues to flow along the sample,
but the resulting field E = fr, + E, is
directed at an angle to it. This is easy
to verify-there should be a difference of potentials between the upper
and lower faces, caused by the addi-

tional component E, of the field vec-

tor E. This is indeed what is detected
experimentally.
So our first acquaintance with
Ohm's law for anisotropic conductors shows tlrrat a crystal's conductivity varies, generally speaking, in fifferent directions, and that the curent
/ can flow at an angle to the electrical field E.

"We've got a hard nut to cracl<!"
some readers will think. "Do we really have to perform an infinite number of measurements for each imaginable direction?"
No, the situation is simpler than
that. It'llbecome clear after we've put
Ohm's law in concise mathematical

Figure 3 shows a sample of a crys-

tal structure in which all directions
are different. Let's use different examples now-three-dimensional
ones. If one isn't a talented artist, it's
difficult to describe the picture that
"sightseer" would encounter inside
a crystal, walking about and admiring
the perspective of the geometrically
arranged atoms. To make it easier,
only small fragments of three different crystal structures are shown in
figures 5-7.
In figure 5 the atoms are aranged
at the comers of an ordinary obliqueangled parallelepiped. This crystal (as
a

well as its two-fimensional analogue
in figure 3) doesn't have any equivalent directions. But the following examples are more interesting. [r figure
5 atoms are at the comers of a rectan-

gular parallelepiped and lines, denoted by C, are drawn through its
center perpendicular to the faces. In
figure

7

we see a cube instead of a par-

allelepiped and analogous lines are
marked Co; also, a spatial diagonal of
the cube (Cu) has been drawn. What's
so remarkable about these lines?
The lines C, C3, Coarethe axes of
symmetry of the crystal structures
shown in figures 5 and T.Ilthe entire
crystal is rotated about any of these
axes,

it's possible to obtain

arL ar-

rangement of atoms that is indistinguishable from the original an^rlge-

ment. One must only maintain

a

certain angle of rotation: 1 80' for axis
C, l2O" for axis Cz, 90o for axis Cu;
that is, 2n f n for axis C,. Integral multiples of these angles of rotation will

From the point of view of symmetry we can refine the notion of directional equivalency: any directions
that "pass into one another" during
rotation about the axes of symmetry
are equivalent.
The more high-order axes the crys-

tal possesses, the more equivalent
directions it has and the stronger
symmetry competes with anisotropy. You'll soon see how this competition affects conductivity, but first
we advise you to find on your own
some examples of equivalent and
unecluivalent directions in the crystal structures shown in figures 5 and
7. In particular, it's important to note
that in a cubic crystal the axes C oare

themselves equivalent directions
(they pass into one another during
rotations about Cr), while the analogous axes C, in figure 5 are not
equivalent.
Well, how are we to apply considerations of symmetry to the question
of conductivity in practice? Here are
a few examples. Let's start with a
crystal with three mutually perpendicular (unequivalent) axes of symmetry C, (as in figure 6). For convenience we'll denote them 1, 2, 3 (see
figure 8). The question arises: where
will the curent i flow if the field E
is directed along one of the secondorder axes-say, axis 1? The answer
is unexpectedly simple: the current
will flow along the same axis of s1,rnmetry, parallel to the field! We'll
prove it by fisproving the contrary.
0UAilTUl'l/ttITURt

3g

which directions are the easiest for
electron movement. We also didn't

ing along the axes of symmetry 2 and
3:

use any other axes of symmetry. Even

the order of the axis of symmetry
along which field E is directed is of
no importance-the reasoning will
hold for any angle of rotation (not a
multiple of 360')allowedby the sym-

iz=o24,,

These expressions determine the re-

sulting current

metry.

t'

Figure 8

Suppose the current i flows at an
angle to axis of symmetry 1. Rotate
the crystal together with the applied

field E 180' about the axis. It's pretty
clear that everything inside the crystal-the "structure" of atoms and the
flow of electrons penetrating it-will
rotate too. And as the vector i is supposed to be not parallel to the axis of
rotation, its new orientation (thebroken line in figure 8)will differ from
the initial one. Yet the microscopic
pattem defining the direction of the
curent i looks the same as before:
the new arrangement of the atoms
cannot be distinguished from the initial arrangement, and the field E *rt
and remains parallel to direction 1.
This means that the orientation of
curent i must be the same as it was

before.
So we've arrived at a contradiction,
and the only way to avoid it is to ac-

knowledge that vector

/

is oriented

in the same direction

as vector
is, along the axis 1 (fig. 9).

E-

that
It's worth noting that this conclusion isn't sensitive to the details of

structurewe didn't have to explain how exactly the atoms are afiarrged and
the crystal's macroscopic

l'.

tf:

l

I B0'

6r

*

62+

6

a.

(41

And what is the picture iI field fr
in our crystal is not directed along the
axis of symmetry? Where will the
curent i flow? To answer this ques-

40
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Similarly, the two other components
of the field give rise to curents mov-

1 S

gl

(5)

Because of inequaliry (4), the ratios

of the profections of the current and
heldlirl0, = 0r, 4rd so onlin the di
rections I,2, 3 are not equal. This
means that the vectors j and E are
not parallel (fig. 11). This fact (not at
all new to us) is directly connected
with the difference in conductivity in

different directions.
Here's what's so interesting. Formula (5)tells us that for any orientation of field E the magnitude and di-

rection of current / are completely
determined by the conductivity values along our crystal's axes of symmetry. We don't need innumerable
measurements; all we need is to find
01/ o2l 03. True, we first need to find
the directions of the axes of s)rrnmetry themselves, but that's a different
story.

Another example is a cubic crystal
(fig.7l. But this is a special case of the
preceding, isn't it? And the most interesting one to boot! First of all, cubic symmetry is the highest possible
symmetry for crystals. Second, it occurs in many semiconductors that
are of great practical use--4e, Si, and
others. Third, it will be the best example of the influence of symmetry
on crystal conductivity.

tion we1lfind the projection of the
So there are three mutually pervector E on the axes 1, 2, 3-1hat is,
pendicular
axes of symmetry Cr. As
imagine the field as the sum
before, we'll designate the conductivE=4*L*8, (fig. 1o). Now we'll
see the contribution of each of these
items to the current.
Field E, is directed along the axis
of symmetry I and so gives rise to a
current flowing in the same direction:
lt = 6tht.

Figure 9

i =.ir+iz+]ei

i =ofir+o24.+o3Er.

if the crystal

has an axis of
symmetry and a field E is directed
along it, then the curent i flows
along the field. Under these conditions the relation between i and E is
given by equation (3), where the proportionality coefficient o is the conductivity along this axis of symmetry. Taking a measurement on a
sample cut along the crystal's axis of
symmetry (fig. 1), we can find o according to equation (1). Unlike the
situation described in figure 4, the
field will certainly not have components transverse to the curent; thereforeE = Vf L, andequation (1)follows
immediately from (3).
Consequently, three measurements on samples oriented along the
axes of symmetry 1,2,3 giveus three
values of the conductivity: o, 02, 03.
Generally speaking we can say that
they'll tum out to be different, since
the directiorts 1,2,3 are not equivalent:
So

,7e=os4s.

t,
Figure 10

responding conductivities. But nol In

J

E
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sj = j, + jr+
B*6ell"@-
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whatever orientation the sample is
cut off, measurements must give
only one value of o. This is what
we've justproved, usingonlyconsiderations of symmetry.
has
symmetry u4D
in the
LIIE given
case DyuuuVLr/
So UI
OU
SlVErl UaDs

the upper hand over anisotropy: with
respect to electrical conductivity, a
cubic crystal is similar to an isotro-

pic medium in which all directions
are equivalent, as we've alreadymenity along them as or/ 02, oa. Then the tioned.
It's interesting to compare the
reasoning we've use-d before will
(5),
which microscopic structures of a crystal
again lead us to equation
is valid for any orientation of vector and an isotropic medium. An exis an amorphous
E. Now let,s recall that all three di- _ample of the latter
,""iior,r Coin a cubic crystal are body, characteizedby a random arequivalent.-From this it follows, as rangement of atoms. Such an arrangement, you'll say, isn't symyou may have guessed, that
metrical at all_.any rotation (not a
(61 multiple of 350")will give different
or = oz = ou = o.
patterns. But all the patterns will be
Yes, symmetry guarantees that the identically random and in this sense
conductivity in tfiese three directions can't be distinguished from the origiis one and the same. But only in nalpattem.Disorderequalizes(averthesedirections? Takingequation(5) ages out) the properties of the meinto account/ we can tum equation fium in all directions. It makes all
(5) into equation (3), known to us as directions equivalent.Paradoxical as
Ohm's law for an isotropic medium: it may be, directional symmetry is
higher in an amorPhous bodY than in
a cubic crystal! Any direction is an
i =oI,t+oE2+oEs

Fiqure

=o(a

+F,+E,1

ffiL?iiJ#X#;J:i',*H#i::
(3|-would

seem to be a truism for
isotropic media.

= oE

is, (1) regardless of the direc- Yes, directional symmetry is a
goo,q thing' But what if there is no
tion of the applied field E the current

-that

iisalwaysqara[31,"i"'J.i,,1ua:il:t##fi

its magnitude is determined only by
one value of the conduclivity
".T!"is
conductivity of. a cubic crystal
equal in all directions!
This result is unexpected and certainly beautiful, isn't it? But not all

directions in a cubic

**;i';

equivalent-"o-prr.,-f* ;;;;dq
lines Cu and C, ln figure 7. Bothare

;?;T:"11,ff

;,:;:1yJ?

to turn to Ohm,s law in its most general form. Let,s try to define it.
We,ll arbitrarily take three mutu-

aly perpendiculai directions x, y, z
(tn! cooiai"ate axes). Let,s break the
., , , r= down into components E"' E,
field
E,.We'llalso search for the current /
as three components i*, ir, Yu'
What does 7" consist of? The coor-

aes of ly--.iry aid th" current is
certain to be parallel to field E iI it's
.r
n . r.-- the
applled alonS any ot them. IJut wny

*:::::t^::1i:*
Ine tnree curaxes ot symmetryl nT:"t*:fl']S

tne ul-ree compor . r ct}Ilent rents resultmg/.ffom
.r
rr r ,
necessanly
OOn't
nents
Ot
tnellel0
1
r
-.,-.-. -,;-.-- or
-t
be ldentlcal ior Dotn onenfatlons
Et rhe . erectrsns ".rserll. -!1,-. [:]"3:?:il li'lXi'-i,i
unequivalence of the directions,
l;
.

should the magrutude ol tne

*o,,rii.,i[;

#;1

right? And thi.
flected in different values for the cor-

'*i;ili:

the y- and z-components of vector E
contribute proportionally to i,. We'lI
designate the corresponding coefficients of proportionality as 6o, o*t oo.
And what do i, and 7, considt of?

The answer is the'same, almost word

for word-only the coefficients are
different.
Thus:

fi*

=oorE* +o*E, +ooE,,

+o
+o
o
fi, = *E, oE, rrEr,
li, = o r*E* + o rrEu + 6 rrE..

l7l

These three equations represent
Ohm's law for a medium with an
arbitrary degree of anisotropy. It
states: the magnitude of the cuffent

i

is proportional to the magnitude of

the field E, but their directions may
be different. Equations (7) establish a

linear relation between vectors

/

and

.E. We see that in the given system of
coordinates this relation is written as

nine "coefficients of conductivity"
o'* (where i, k = x, /, zl.
A1l the examples considered earlier are particular cases of (7). So if it's
possible to choose axes x/ y, z along
axes of symmetry l, 2, 3,we must do
this. Then all the coefficients, except
oo = 01r 6* : 62t 6u= ljtwill be equal

to zeto (no problem measuring
these!1, and equations

(7)will reduce

to equation (5). Also, if two of the
axes are equivalent-say,l and2then o, = oz (one measurement less!).
Finally, if all three axes are equivalent
(cubic symmetry), we refer to equation (3) (and one measurement gives
us all the information about the
crystal's conductivity!). So it pays to
know symmetry.
And so ends our tale of conductivand how it's in{luenced by symmetry. Of course, this by no means
exhausts the problems that can be
solved through "considerations of

ity

symmetry." There are many other
physical phenomena in which symmetry plays a crucial role. But we'll
have to return to this some other

o

time.
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LOOKING BACK

The shol'l, Iul'hulenl lile ol
,

[ual'i$e0alois
A revolutionary in politics and mathematics
by Y. P. Solovyov
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his lile, Evariste was brought up and
educated by his mother. The boy
studied Greek and Latin and spent
much of his time reading the works
of Plutarch and Livy.
In October 1823 Evariste entered
the Colldge Royal de Louis-le-Grand
(now the Lyc€e Louis-le-Grandl, a
well-known educational institution

for a revolutionary explosion,

although ior three months
without reprieve cholera had stultified the minds and cast a gloomy
calm over the agitated feelings of the
populace. The great city was like a

loaded cannon that lacked but a
single spark to set it of'f." These lines
are from The Outcasts by Victor
Hugo, who was a witness to the shattering events that fo1lowed. On Tuesday, |une 5, a great rebellion broke
out in Paris. Only a few people were
likely to pay attention to a short paragraph in the Parisian newspapers on
those alarming days. On the moming
of May 30, the reports state{ Evariste
Galois, a young man of 2O years, f.amous for his political speeches and a
graduate of the Colldge Royal de
Louis-1e-Grand, was killed in a duel.
On Saturday, l:urrc 2, he was buried

in

a common grave at Montparnasse
cemetery. Today there is no trace of

this burial place.

where Molidre, Victor Hugo,

Robespierre, and Delacroix were students. Galois received a scholarship
and boarded at the Colldge. For the
first three years he was regarded as
one of the best students; he studied

languages, literature, and history

with pleasure. In October 1825 Galois began attending the senior
course at the school-the rhetoric
class; but he began to show signs of

lile and death
"Nitens lux, horrenda procella,
tenebris aeternis involuta."l
Evariste Galois was born on October 25, 1811, in the ancient town of
Bourg-1a-Reine, about ten kilometers

exhaustion, so at the director's recommendation he repeated the course
in |anuary 1827. Again he became

one of the best students without

great effort, and he received an award

for his Greek translations as well as
honors in four other subjects. These

Sixty pages of an incomplete

from Paris. His father, Nicholas-

years were a turning point for

mathematical manuscript were left
after his death. They fell into the
hands of Evariste's friend Auguste
Chevalier, but he could find no one
who would agree to publish the paper. It wasn't until 1845 that the

Gabriel, was the head of an educational institution for young men. In
1815 he was elected mayor of the
town and held that post until his
death. During the first twelve years of

Evariste: he had discovered and entered the world of mathematics.
You see, before taking the rhetoric
class all the students of the CollBge
were taught one and the same cur-

manuscript was printed. The theory
expounded in the paper has influenced not only mathematics but all
the natural sciences for 145 years

now
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riculum, inclufing mostly humanit

"D

azzlitg lights,

a terrible storm

surrounded by eternal pitch-darkness"
{Latin). These were the words with
which Evariste Galois ended one of the
letters he wrote on the eve of his duel.

ties and only the rudimentary basics
of the exact sciences. But students
interested in the exact sciences could

attend a pteparatory mathematics
class during the last two years of their

stufies. Those who wanted to devote
themselves to mathematics thenhad

chard, a remarkable teacher who
loved his science with a passion. In

which entails four arithmetic opera-

to attend a year-long basic mathematics class and spend anotheryear
studying a mathematical specialty.

addition to Galois, the famous

radical. At the beginning of the 16th
century Scipione del Ferro and

As a student repeating a year of stud-

ies, Galois took the opportunity to
enter the preparatory mathematics
class. His extraordinary mathematical abilities were revealed almost at
once:

without any di{ficulty he com-

prehended the rather complicated
bookThe Principles of Geometryby
Adrien Marie Legendre and began
studying the works of foseph Louis
Lagrange: The Solution of Numeilcal
Equations, The Theory of Analytic
Functions, and Lecutr es on Function

Theory.

In the autumn of 1827 Evariste
came back to the rhetoric class and
continued his studies in the preparatory mathematics class. The school
routine was a burden to him; he was
fully absorbed in mathematics. One
of Galois's teachers said, "A great
passion for mathematics possesses
him; I think it would be better for
him to study only this science, if his
parents agree: as a student in the
rhetoric class he is wasting his time,
annoys his teachers, and incurs anger
and punishment."
At this time Evariste became acquainted with the works of Gauss
and Abel and felt himself capable of
doing even more. He was only a student in the preparatory class, but
without any help he was preparing
for the entrance exams of the
Polytechnical School-the best institution of higher learning in France at
the time. Evariste believed that all
the powers and energy of his mind
would be put to full use at this
school.

His attempt to enter the

Polytechnical School failed. The failure $eatly distressed Galois, and according to Paui Dupuy, a historian of
mathematics, it was "the first of the

injustices that eventually poisoned
F,variste's life." Evariste had to retum
to the CollEge he had grown sick and
tired of; and, skipping the basic
course, he took the specialized mathematics class. At that time the
course was taught by Louis-Paul Ri-

as-

tronomer Leverrier and the outstanding mathematician Hermite studied
under him at various times.
Richard was very attentive to his
young student Galois, whom he considered the most gifted of all. His remarks about him were laconic: "Ga-

tions on coefficients and also

a

square

Niccolo Fontana (known

as

Tartaglia) obtained a formula for the
roots of a third-degree equation that
included four arithmetic operations
as well as square and cubic radicals.

lois deals only with the highest
domains of mathematics," "He is

much more talented than his fellow
students." Under Richard's supervision Evariste wrote his first scientific
work, "The Proof of a Theorem about

Some time later Lodovico Ferrari discovered a formula for the roots of a

fourth-degree equation that involves
radicals of not more than the fourth
degree. It was only natural to expect

that the roots of an algebraic equation of degree n

Periodic Continued Fractions,"
which was published in les annales
de mathematiques pures et
appliqudes in March 1829. At that
time, under the influence of |oseph
Lagrange, Galois began to seriously
study one of the most difficult mathematical problems of his time: solving algebraic equations in radicals.
This problem has a long history. It
was the Babylonians who discovered
the method of solving a second-degree equation a* + bx + c = 0. In
modernnotation, its roots canbe expressed by the formula
Xr

'

r

aox' + atX'-l +'.. + an

=O

(a+

01

must be expressed in terms of radicals of at most the nth degree. But
despite tremendous efforts by the
most prominent mathematicians
over the course of three centuries,
nobody succeeded in obtaining such
a formula even for fifth-degree ecluations. By the end of the 18th century
mathematicians began to suspect
that formulas in radicals for equations of degree n > 5 simply didn't
exist, which is why no one ever
found any.
An important step in investigating
algebraic equations was made by
Lagrange, who discovered that the
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A fragment of a rough draft of one of Galois's mathematical rnanttscripts.
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After finishing his specialized

that was a poor consolation. He

mathematics class, Galois again tried
to enter the Polytechnical School,
and again he failed. What happened
at the exams nobody knows for sure.
Recalling that incident later, Galois
described the "insane laughter of the
examiners" that punctuated his performance. His examiners were Binet
and Lefebure de Fourcy. We don't
know how they graded Galois; in any

couldn't believe his recurrent misfortunes were mere accidents. He concluded that they were the result of a

case,

A portrait of Galois painted by his
brother Alfued fuom memory and
published in 1848 in Magasin
pittoresque. "This portait," says a
note in the magazina, ""reproduces as
exactly as possible the expression of
Galois's face. It was drawn by Alfred
Galois, who has been creating a

veiltable cuh in his unfortunate
brother's memory for L6 years now."

solution of equations in radicals was
closeh connected with permutations
of their roots. Lagrange's idea, which
he called "the true philosophy of
solving equations, " was substantially
developed by another genius of mathematics/ the Norwegian Niels Henric
Abel. hr 1824, at the age of 20, Abel
proved that there were no {ormulas
for solving algebraic equations of degree n > 5 in general form by means
of radicals.

he didn't get into

the

Polytechnical School.
While Evariste was preparing for
his entrance exams, ag{eat misfortune befell him. On lu,Iy 2,1829, his
father, houndedby the local cur6 and
|esuits, committed suicide. Evariste
spent those difficult days at home
with his mother and younger brother
Alfred.
Following Richard's advice,
Evariste decided to enter the Preparu-

tory School, a pitiful vestige of the
{ormerly glorious Teachers School
(Ecole Normale), established during
the French revolution. In 1822 the
Bourbons closed the Teachers School;
it was reopened in 1825 and renamed

the Preparatory School as the continuation of the Colldge Louis-leGrand. The three-year course of study
at the Preparatory School was meant

to train teachers and civil servants.
On February 20,l1}O,Evariste Galois
became one of its students.
The first year
the Preparatory
School tumed out ^t
to be the most successful in Galois's life. It was there
that he got acquainted with Auguste
Chevalier, and they soon became fast

After Abel's theorem appeared,
another problem emerged: to find the

friends. Galois studied mathematics

necessary and sufficient condition for
the coefficients dol a1t ..., a, of any
equation that would allow it to be

works and submitted them to the
Academy for a competition.
Another blow struck him quite
unexpectedly. Galois's manuscript
fell into the hands of the secretary of
the Academy Fourier, who dropped
dead soon after. Galois's work was
not found among Fourier's paperslike the {irst one it had disappeared,
and with it all hope of winning the
first pdze in mathematics. True,
Evariste had kept copies of the works
he had sent and managed to publish
them in the Bulletin of Mathematical Sciences in May and |une, but

solved in radicals.

Evariste completely solved this
extremely difficult problem in the
years lB29-31. Already in the spring
of lB29 he had obtained his first results in the theory of equations. Galois sent them to the Academy of
Sciences. One of the most distinguished French mathematicians,
Augustin Cauchy, was supposed to
examine Galois's work, but he mispiaced
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with enthusiasm. He wrote three

faulty organization of society,

one

that doomed talent to endless hardship while mediocrity prospered.
With ail the ardor of youth, Evariste
entered into the struggle for the political reconstruction of society.
In Iuly 1830 the dark clouds that
had been gathering over the Bourbon

regime burst in a revolutionary
storm-King Charles Xwas deposed.
Galois fully sympathized with the
republicans, taking an active part in

the work o{ revolutionary circles and
joining the People's Friends Society.
But the expectations of the republicans failed t o rnateialize: a protege of
big business, "the bourgeois king"
Louis-Philippe, came to power. The
uffest in Paris wasn't over yet.
In the autumn of 1830 Evariste
published a sharp attack on the
double-dealing of Gineot, director of
the Preparatory School, during the
|uly events. He was expelled on December 9 as a result. His hopes of a
careet in mathematics were dashed.
f,variste joined the artillery of the
National Guard, which consisted
mostly of members of the People's
Friends Society. This was the army of
the revolution, and the LouisPhilippe government moved quickly
to dissolve it. Evariste was left without any means of subsistence-only
private lessons allowed him to make
ends meet.
At that time his mind was preoccupied with revolutionary ideasmathematics took second place. Still
he managed to find the time and energy to send the manuscript that had
been lost the previous year to the
Academy. It was to be reviewed by
two academicians, Lacroix and Poisson. After dragging things out for a
long time they finally informed Galois that they couldn't give the
manuscript a positive assessment.
[r fune 1831 Galois was brought to
trial for "provoking an attempt on the
life of the French king by a public state-

ment at a meeting." The jury found
him not gurlty, but he fell under the
surveillance of the secret police.

in

On |uly 14, I 83 1, Galois took part
a demonstration. Its participants

were protesting the prohibition of
street demonstrations by the LouisPhilippe government.
Evariste was in the front lines,
wearing his National Guard uni{orm
and carrying a rifle. As soon as the
demonstrators appeared in the center
of the city, on the Pont Neuf, they
were surrounded by the police. Galois was arrested along with the other
demonstrators and ended up in the
Sainte Pdlagie prison in Paris. This
time he was sentenced to nine
months' imprisonment for illegally
wearing a military uniform and carrying a weapon.
In the Sainte P6lagieprison Galois
turned 20, and it was there that he
{inished writing his fundamental
mathematical treatise. On March 16,
1832, Galois was transferred to the
prison hospital-it was suspected
that he had cholera. In the hospital
he met a young woman who was to
play afateful role in his 1ife. She was
St6phanie-Felicie Dumotel, the
daughter of the prison doctor.
On April 29, 1832, Galois's term
was up. There is reason to believe he
stayed at the hospital a while longer.
No traces of his iife during May 1832

have survived. Nothing is known of
his further relations with St6phanie

Dumotel. A1l we know is that

St6phanie was the cause of an argument between Galois and two of her
friends, and that it resulted in a duel.
Evariste wrote in one of his last 1etters: "I am dying. I'm the victim of a
wicked coquette and two fools who
are devoted to her." The conditions of
the duel are unclear; we don't even
know for certain who his antagonist
was.

On the morning of May 30

a

passerby found him badly wounded

after a pistol duel near the bank of
Giassier pond in the Parisian suburb of Gentilly. The wounded man
was taken to the Cochin Hospital,
where he died at 10 e.rt. the next
day with his younger brother at his
bedside.
Before he died he wrote a letter to

his friend Auguste Chevalier, asking

him to show his manuscript to the

German mathematicians |acobi and
Gauss. But it wasn't published for
fourteen years, and even then it went
practically unnoticed. Galois's ideas
weren't fully appreciated until the
1 8 70s, after the book Algebraic Equa-
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tions and the Theory of Sub stitutions
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by Camille |ordan appeared.
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"In the theory of equations I

ex-

amined the cases in which equations
can be solved in radicals; it gave me
the opportunity of makingthe theory
more profound and of describing all
possible transformations of an equation that are admissible even when it
can't be solved in radicals."
This is a quotation from Galois's

Table

po p2

p4 p3 p2 pr

pa

1

It's clear now, for example, that if we

first perform prand then p, we'll get
performing these permutations in reverse order, we'll get

pu as the result;

manuscript "A Treatise on Condi- po. So the commutative law isn't
tions for Solving Equations in Radi- valid in muitiplying permutations:
cals." The ideas in the treatise we don't always have a.b: b . a.II
weren't understood by his contem- this equation holds for all pairs of elporaries, and they're still consid- ements a, b of. acertain group G, then
ered difficult. Nevertheless, the for- G is called a commutative or Abelian
mulation of Galois's theorem isn't $oup. You can verify on your own
complicated. But it's necessary to that of all the groups Sn, n > 1, only
understand some new concepts- the group S, commutative.
A portion of the table, at the interprimarily, the notion of a permutation group. (By the way, the term section of the rows and columns for
" gtoup" was introduced by Galois, Po, P' andP, is disPlaYed in blue. A11
but the notion itself had first ap- the blue letters arepot ptt orp, as we1l.
peared in the works of Abel and This means that these three permuRuf{ini.) Al1 the basic definitions tations themselves form a group/ or/
can be found in "Marching Orders" to be more exactt a subgtoup of the
by Alexey Sosinsky in this issue of group Sr. We denote it by 2.. (In
Quantum, and you should look Sosinsky's article the same notation
through that article before reading was used for the rotation group of an
further. You'll find various ex- equilateral triangle. But if you relate
amples there, but the definitions the permutation p, to the rotation by
that are most important for us will the angle l2O" . i, where i = O, 1,2,
be illustrated here once more by then you'll see at once that these two
way of the group Su of permutations seemingly different groups have the
of three objects. There are only six same structure-that is, they're isomorphic.) Besides Z, there are four
such permutations:
more subgroups in the group S.: one
subgroup consists of oniy one ele-

* =[[

:), ^

=(X:),

(r23\ (r23\^

o, =

lt

ez),

o+ =

lzt z),

=(']i,),

Ps =

(rZe)
[ar

rJ

And here is the multiplication table
for this group:

mentpo, and three other groups each
have two elements: {po, pr}, lPo, Pu},
andfuo, pu). All these subgroups are

commutative. You can check for
yourself that there are no other sub$oups in S.. If H is a subgroup of G,

wewriteH<G.

Let G be a group and a, b be elements of G. The expression la, bl =

aba tb-t iscalledthe commutatorof
elements a andb:it can be used as a
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G

BAC l(

correcting term for a and b to change

Table 2 shows that all commutators

places:

from S. are in Z, so S.' =Zr.We car,
see from table 1 that the group Z, is
commutative, so S." :Zr' : e.
But many groups are not solvable.
For example, the gtoups S, arc solvable only when n = 2, 3, 4. (This f.ar
from simple statement first appeared
Galois's treatise.)
Now we're ready to explain the
main point of Galois's theory. Let

ab:la,
II ab :

b)ba.

b a, then la, b) :

e. It' s clear that
the more commutators there are in
group G that are not e, the greater the
deviation of group G from a commutative one, Let's call the subgroup G',
consisting of all possible products of
the form

la, br) .la,

fl"l

br) . ... . lao, be\,

where a1, ..., a1,t br, .,., bk come from
G, the derived subgroup of group G.
It's clear that if group G is commuta-

tive, then G' consists only o{ the
identical permutation e. Here's a
simple exercise for you: verify that
the commutators of the group S are
given by the following table:
LP,,P,)

p
o

p
0

1

po po po po pa po

pr po po po p2 p2 p2
po p a p o p I p I p
p3 po pr p) po p1 p2
,lD

r

p
_+

pa pt

p)

p)

po pl

p

pa pt

p.

pt

p1 pa

Table 2
For G'we might also consider the
derived group (G')' = G", called the

second derived goup of group G.
Continuing this process, we'llget the
kth deilved group Gkl : (G[< - r))'. It's
evident that G(e) S Gro _ 1). This gives
rise to a nested chain of subgroups:
1)

< ... < G,, < G, < G.

If this chain breaks at the subgroup
consisting only of the identity per-

mutation-that is, 1f Qln) : e for a

certain number m, then the group G
is called solvable.

It's obvious that any commutative group is solvable. In particular,
the group S, is solvable. Let's show
that the group S. is solvable too.
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aF + arf - | + ... + an= 0

be an arbitrary equation of the nth
degree, where aor a1t ,.,t aoxe given.
Already at the end of 18th century
Karl Friedrich Gauss proved that for
any aot ayt ...t an the given equation
has n complex roots cr,, ..., q. We'd
iike to find out whether there are formulas that express the roots a,rt ...t a.,
in terms of the coefficients as, a1, ...,

a,by

pppPp
t)1.1

...S G(ttS Gto-

=

ilottrtuBrR/orcrtrtBrR rssr

means of the four arithmetic
operations and radicals. For simplicity let's suppose that ao, a1t ...t anare

rational numbers and that all the
roots o(r, ...t a.nate different. We'lI assign to the system of roots u1t ...r a,
the set Q(fl consisting of all numbers
of the form

(o, q... a,\
or,

lor,
All

"'

o,,)'

such permutations form a certain

in S". This group is
called the Galois group of the equationflx) : 0 and is denoted bV Glfl.
As an example of calculating the
group G(fl, let's look at the sixth-degree equation
group contained

fl"l=W -x+

1)3

-a(*-xl':0.

it in two different

We'll rewrite
forms:
(x +

llx-

["(1 -

ll3

rl -

llx- 2l = 0; (al
* allr - xll'z = 0. (b)

alx +

1]'

Form (a) shows that if x is a root of
our equation, then l/xis also its root;

form (b) says that I - x will be its root
as well. So i{ one of the roots of our
equation is denoted by 0, then

tlo, r -e,

tll

-

e), (e

-

r)le, e/(e

-

1)

will

also be its roots. The number a
can be selected so that the equation
will be irreducible; then all these six

will be different. We see that
the Galois group consists of the trans-

roots

P(ut,az,...,arl
...,dnl'

R(a1,u2,

formations

: u, qrlu) = lfu, rprlul= | -u,
g(u)= ulfu- t), eo(u) :(u-rllu,
q,(u) = tl,1 -ul,
g(u)

where P and R are polynomials in n
variables with rational coefficients.
Let's look at trans{ormations of Qffi

that take the sum of the numbers
into a sum and the product into a
product and leave the rational coefficients unchanged. If B is a root of our

equation-that is,

aoff+ar\-1+... +a,=O

-and
then

rp

is such a transformation,

-'

rp(aoff + arff
+ ... + an
= aoq(B)" +a,e(0)" 1 + ... + a,

=0.
This means that q(B) is a root of the
same equation-that is, rp simply rearranges the roots at ...t d,and so determines a certain permutation:

which constitute a group with respect to the cornposition operation
(9; " 97 = q-k, iJqft(u) = g(qr(u))) that is
isomorphic to S, (q, corresponds top,;
check it yourself!).

Ilte fundamenlal t]teorem
The equation f : 0 is solvable in
radicals if and only if its Galois
goup G(f)is solvable.
The value of Galois's theorem lies
in the factthat the group G(fl canbe
calculated, as a rule, without knowing the roots of equation f : 0 just by
looking at its coefficients. Consider,
for example, the equation

*+bx+c:0
with rational coefficients but not rational roots. Let L: 4b3 - 27c2.If A,

a perfect square/ then G(fl : S.;
otherwise G(fl = Zr. Both groups are
solvable, as is the equation. When
the coefficients aor at, ..., an are chosen more or less arbitrariy, the Galois group of equation /: 0 will be S,.
Since group S, is not solvable for n >
5, a generul equation of degree n, 5
is not solvable in radicals.

isn't

The primary value of Galois's
work didn't lie in his exhaustive answer to a question that had been a
challenge to every mathematician in
the world for three centuries. It was
his method, in which the notions of
group and symmetry are central, that
was truly significant. Galois's ideas
proved fruitful in all branches of
mathematics and theoretical physics.
The range of applications of the general idea of symmetry stretches from
abstract algebra to the theory of elementary particles. In the history of
mathematics one cannot find another example of a such a small work
having such a tremendous impact.
Galois's contemporaries knew
him only as a passionate republican
revolutionary. Only after his death
was he publicly called "a good mathematician" for the first time. On |une
7, 1832, the Gazette des H6pitaux
published a police notice: "Young
Evariste Galois, 20 years of age, a
good mathematician, famous for his
flaming imagination, died at 12 e.m.
of acute peritonitis from a bullet fired
at a distance of25 paces."

ffi

ffi

And it need not stop you. The newly
revised seventh edition of Seff,

Therapy far the Stutterer explains
how stutterers can help themselves.
Forthe 192.page bookno. 12, please send
$3.00 to cover postage and handling.

ffiffi

Fot information, write

STUTTERING FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
A Non-Profit Organization
Since 1947

-

Helping Those Who Stutter

P.O. Box 11749, Memphis,

TN 38111.0749

WhyBeloit College
Mathematics Produces
Real-World Results
A t Beloig students are used to tackling real-world problems. Just ask
the College's mathematics modeling team, which won the Operations
A
L lft65qarqh Society of America's Prize for best paper in last school year's
major international modeling competition. For 72 hours the team labored
virtually non-stop in a competition sponsored by the Consortium for Mathematics and Its Applications that involved 256 participants from around the
world. In the final tally the Beloiters' solution to t*re problem ofplanning the
most economical communications network took the honors. Mathematicsit's just one of the many pluses of a Beloit liberal arts education.

Beloit
College

Champion math modelers (from left) Christopher
Smith. Timothv McCrath. and Monica Menzies
with their coach, ProGssor Philip D. Straffin Jr

The Re6ults Speak For Themselves.

. . . The day was beginning to
dawn when Evariste Galois finished

the letter-the last he was ever to
write:
"My dear friends! I have been provokedby two patriots . . . It is impossible for me to refuse. I beg your forgiveness for not having told you. But
I have given my adversaries my word
of honor not to inform any patriot.
Your task is simple: prove that I am
fighting against my will, having exhausted all possible means of recon'
ciliatiorry say whether I am capable of
lying even in the most trivial matters. Please remember me, since fate
did not give me enough of a life to be
remembered by my country." O

s'k w'

For more information about Beloit College, call or write:
1.8OO.356.O751 lin Wisconsin call collect 6O8.363.25OO1
Beloit, Wisconsin 5351 1
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learninu ahoul (ltol hy) o$lnosis
"Something there is that doesn't love a wall . . ."-psbert

Frost

by Alexander Borovoy

UT OFF A BRANCH OF A
plant and it begins to fade. Put it
in water and soon its leaves become smooth again, resilient,
full of moisture.
Why does the branch come back
to life? What forces made the moisture penetrate the plant and move
inside it? What keeps the water in the
cells and doesn't let it escape? Why
is a plant cell permeable to water in
only one direction-from the outside
in?

water is greater than the rate of penetration by alcohol."
Let's repeat Nollet's experiment

using more accessible materials:
we'll substitute a piece of cellophane
for the ox bladder and sugar solution
for the alcohol.
Figure 1 depicts a simple experimental setup. A wide glass tube, hermetically sealed below with cellophane, is placed in a jar full of pure
water. The cellophane is attached so

to keep water from seeping into
the tube. (To create a good seal you
can use a rubber band, waterproof
adhesive tape, modeling clay, or any
other appropriate substance.) A thin
glass tube enters the wide glass tube
through a rubber stopper.
At the beginning of the experiment sugar solution is poured into
the tubes until the leve1s of liquid in
the tubes and in the jar coincide.
(This moment is shown in figure 1 by
as

Scientists tried for a long time to
answer these questions, but a definite answer didn't come until the end

of the 19th century. A short while
after that, scientists managed to
model (though roughly) these natural
phenomena. And nowadays these
phenomena are put to work in many
different areas of science and technology.
Discouerinu ul osmosis: rrrrfio and how
In 1848, while studying how liq-

uids boil, the French physicist and
experimenter |ean-Antoine Nollet
came upon an unknown phenomenon. In one of his experiments he
hermetically sealed a glass of alcohol
with the bladder of an ox and put it
on the bottom of a large container
filled with water. Several hours later
the bladder was swollen-water had
gotten into the glass and increased
the pressure in it. Nollet explained
this surprising fact in this way: "The
bladder of an animal may be more
permeable for water than for alcohol;
in this case, the rate of penetration by
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1

cellophane

the dotted line.) Soon you'll notice
that the height of the solution in the

tubes has increased-just as in
Nollet's experiment, water began
moving through the barrier (cellophane, in our case).
The phenomenon of one-way pen-

etration of a solvent through a semipermeable membrane separating a
solution and a pure solvent is called
osmosis. This term comes from a
Greek word that means "thrust" or

"push."

Now that we've reproduced the
experiment of the French scientist
who discovered osmosis, 1et/s try to
understand this phenomenon.
0smnsis flltd olts-tllfly dillusion

Let's recall what happens when
some substance is dissoived in a solvent. Molecules of the substance
penetrate the solvent, and molecules
of the solvent penetrate the region
occupied by the solution. This mutual penetration leads to an equal
concentration of the dissolved substance throughout the solution.
Now let's imagine that the solution and the pure solvent are separated by a semipermeable membrane-it allows molecules of the
solvent to pass but not molecules of
the dissolved substance. Clearly in
this case equalization of concentrations can occur only by means of
one-way diffusion of solvent.
That's what takes place in our experiment. Cellophane is not "transparertt" for sugar molecules, but it is
"transparent" for molecules of water;
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so at equal heights of

liquid (equal

pressure on the membrane) in the jar
and the tubes at the beginning of the

experiment, more molecules of water
penetrate through the cellophane upward than downward. As a result,
the level of liquid in the jar begins to

decrease, and

it

increases

in

the

tubes. We can express it differently:
water penetrates the solution because
of the force of "osmotic pressure." As
soon as the hydrostatic pressure of the

water column balances the osmotic
pressure/ the process stops. The height
of this column is the quantitative
measure of osmotic pressure.

$emipel'meahle memlt'ans$ altil the

"al'lilicial cell"
After Nollet's experiments many
scientists-botanists, chemists,
physicists-began to conduct experiments and study the phenomenon of
osmosis. For semipermeable mem-
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His measurements also showed that
osmotic pressure can be very high,
reaching several atmospheres (I atm

=

10s Pa).

quantitative data on osmosis
were obtained, and they helped the
outstanding Dutch chemist facobus
van't Hof{ formulate the theory underlying this phenomenon. In 1BB7
he published a paper in which he
So

showed that molecules of

a

dissolved

in solution

behave like
molecules of an ideal gas in a consubstance

tainer. And the solvent in this case
plays thepart of . . . avacuum!
[r order to understand van't Hoff's

Figure 2
branes they used a wide variety of
natural materials: the film from inside egg shells, ox and pig bladders

we might say that the " artrticial

and diaphragms, and others.
In 1855 the German scientist M.

patience and precision, and you may
not obtain beautiful "plants" in your

Traube invented the method of ob-

first try.

taining artif.icial semipermeable
films made of copper ferrocyanide
(CurFe(CN)u). They were permeable

for water but impermeable for most
other substances.
We can check that by performing
an elegant experiment that came to
be called the "artificial celL." Don't

like

a

Nowadays you can perform

effective experiment

a

more

with more

accessible substances, growing artificial
plants in a water solution of liquid

glass (sodium silicate (NarSiOr),
which is silicate office glue). Some
people manage to grow an entire "orchard" by throwing in crystals of cobalt chloride, ferroferrous sulfate,
nickel chloride, manganese sulfate,

film's complicated chemical formula. You can
whip some up at home using blue and many other substances.
vitriol (CuSOo) and potassium ferro- we 2.1
cyanide (\fe(CNlu1, which xe avaiTbe frightened by the

ceL7"

living organism.l
This classic experiment requires

behaves

{See

fig-

able at camera stores that seli dark-

txruriments with the 0$1ll0lll8l81' alld

room chemicals.
Pour a weak solution of blue vitriol (approximately 3%) into a test
tube and put in a smali crystal of po-

t]teory d mmosis
A decade after Traube obtained the

tassium ferrocyanide. The crystal
must be clean, so it's better to chop

it off a big crystal just

before the experiment. Because of the reaction
2CuSOa +KoFe(CN)5

-+ Cu2Fe(CN). +2KrSOo,
the surface of the crystal is covered by
a semipermeable membrane. Water

penetrates it and makes the " cell"
grow. The cel)."wall" expands, and at
the points where it bursts from the
internal pressure and some of the
solution pours outside, the semipermeable cell waIl forms again. In this
way the cell starts branching out. So
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{irst artificial semipermeable membrane, the German botanist Wilhelm
Pfeffer created an instrument for
measuring osmotic pressure-the
osmometer. The setup that we used
to reproduce Nollet's experiment (fig.
1) follows Pfeffer's idea in many respects.

Using his osmometer Pfeffer
showed that osmotic pressure depends only on the concentration and

reasoning, let's do a mental experiment. Imagine ahodzontal cylinder

filled with water, separated into two
equal parts by a cellophane membrane that can be shifted without
breaking the seal (fig. 3). If we dissolve sugar in one part of the cylinder,
then, because o{ diffusion of pure
water through the cellophane to the
solution, the pressure on that side

will increase and the membrane will
begin to shi-ft. The volume of the solution will increase, and the volume

of pure water will correspondingly
decrease. But as far as the results are
concemed, this is equivalent to the
supposition that molecules of sugar
in the solution create a certain additional pressure on the membrane.
The dissolved substance seeks to expand and shift the cellophane, iust as
a gas seeks to expand and shift a piston separating it from a vacuum.
On the basis of this supposition
van't Hof{ managed to explain all the
features of osmosis discovered by
Pfeffer. He obtained an equation com-

pletely analogous to the equation of
state of ideal gas:

nV:
where

t

is the osmotic pressure, Vis

not on the nature of the dissolved
substances (for dilute solutions) and
that it increases with temperature.
lThe experiment described calls for
great c^re in handling the reagents.
They must not soil your hands, fall on
the {1oor, etc. If this happens, wash the
chemicals off with lots of water.

nRT,

Figure 3

sugar .solurion

in t'arrot

strument won't be very precise, because the carrot's cells are partially
permeable for sugar.
The evaporation of moisture from
trees occurs over the huge surface
area of its foliage. The concentration
of salts in tree sap increases, and osmotic pressure (along with some
other factors) makes water rise tens
of meters. And it's not an insiguifi
cant amount of water-we're talking
about dozens of liters for deciduous
trees. No wonder tree branches and
grass stems "cry" whertthey're cut.
Osmosis today

Figure 4

The unique properties of living

the volume of the solution, n is the
number of moles of dissolved substance/ R is the gas constant per
mole, and ? is the temperature. It
was shown that the similarity in the
behavior of a dissolved substance and
a gas exists only for ayery dilute solution-one in which the interaction

among molecules of the dissolved
substance can be ignored.

Van't Hoff's theory was corroborated by many experiments. Its author received the first Nobel prize in
chemistry

for "discovering the
laws of chemical dynamics and os(
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motic pressure."
flnsweninu the qtle$liolt$ ttrte [o$Ed
We began this article with a ques-

tion: "What {orces make moisture
penetrate the cells of a plant and
move inside it?" Now we can answer: basically these are forces associated with osmosis. The outer layer
of the cell's protoplasm is a semipermeable membrane that allows the
cell to regulate the exchange of water
with the environment. If, for example, it loses moisture and the concentration of salts in the cellular fluids increases, penetration of water
into the cell increases until the force
of osmotic pressure is counterbalanced by the elastic forces of the
stretched membrane.
To convince yourself of the semipermeability of natural cells, you can
make an osmometer in which the
role of the membrane is played
by . . . a carrot (fig. al! True, this in-

organisms that allow their ce1ls to
absorb and transport many substances selectively have been investigated by many scientists. They've
managed to create synthetic films/ or
membranes, impermeable for some
substances and permeable for others.

Later, "perfect filters" (or even
"magic filters," as they are sometimes caLled in popular literature)
found application in different spheres
of science and technology.
These filters purify gas and oil
products, freshen salt water, process
milk and fruit juices, produce medicines, and do a lot more besides. Here
are a few examples.
Membrane technology seems to

be most widely applied

in making

salt water drinkable. Here the
methodof "reverse osmosis" is used:
salt water is pressed against a semipermeable membrane at great pressure (greater than the osmotic pressure), pure water passes through,
leaving behind the molecules of dissolved salts. The size and productivity of these devices vary widely, from
portable units that freshen several
dozen liters of water a day to the huge
plants supplying Riyadh, the capital
of Saudi Arabia, with fresh water
(their productivity is 120,000 m3 a
day). Energy consumption with these
devices is one tenth that of distillation plants (or better).
One of the first and perhaps most
important applications of membranes is in the medical field-the
semipermeable membrane for purifying blood in kidney machines. Now

the membrane has "mastered" various other medical specialties as well.
We can say that the time of the cap-

sule-patch has arrived. This is a
membrane system that introduces
strictly controlled quantities of medicine to blood vessels through the
skin. Capsule-patches with nitroglycerine are aheady available for
heart patients.
Many large scientific and industrial enterprises are at work perfecting membrane technology. New
methods of producing semipermeable films continue to appear. Infact,
several years ago a method of producing them was developed that uses a
heavy-nuclei accelerator. Under a
beam of nuclei a qmthetic film tums
into a "sieve" with precise holes one
thousandth of a millimeter in diameter.

The task in the immediate future
is to devise a complete quantitative
theory of the processes occurring in
"magic filters" and, on that basis,
develop membranes with predetermined properties.
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0litlerinu perlorlnanco$
USA garners gold and silver at the lnternational Physics Olympiad
by Arthur Eisenkraft and Larry D. Kirkpatrick

HE UNITED STATES WAS

five hours and one experimental

among six countries to win the
thirteen gold medals at the XXII
Intemational Physics Olympiad
held in Havana, Cuba, on |uly 1-9,
1991. Thirty-one countries brought a
total of 149 competitors to the Olympiad to ivind 13 gold, 10 silver, and 31
bronze medals. The competition was
highlighted by the outstanding performance oi the team from China, all

problem in 4.25 hours. The first theoretical problem required the students
to calculate the rebound angle for a

five of whom -,von gold medals-an
Olympiad firstl The team from the
Soviet Uruon rron three gold medals,
Hungary \ron r\\-o gold, and Canada,
Norway, and the US each won a
single gold meda1.

The Ol1-mpiad erams consist of
two parts. Students rrere challenged
to solve three the oretical problems in

spinning sphere that bounces to

a

specified height after being dropped
onto ahorizontal surface. The second

problem required calculations of the
properties of electrically charged balls
moving at relativistic speeds around
a square loop, which was also moving at a relativistic speed in the presence o{ a uniform electric field. In the
third problem, the students investigated the possibility of cooling a gas
using a laser beam.
In the experimental problem the
students were told that a black box
contained any three of the following
four components: abattery, a fiode,

a resistor, and a capacitor. They then
used various pieces of test equipment and cfucuits of their own design
to determine which three components were in the box, how they were
wired together, and the values for
each component.
Once again the US Physics Team
made a fine showing, winning one
gold medal, one silver medal, and an

honorable mention. Derrick Bass
(Florida) placed 13th overall in winning

a

gold medal. He was closely fol-

lowed by R. Michael |arvis (New
York) in 21st place for

a

silver medal.

Eric Miller (California), a junior,
placed 53rd and received an honorable mention. |ason Sachs (New |ersey)and Theresa Lynn (North Caro-

lina) placed 80th and

95th,

respectively. fason received a perfect
10 on the first theoretical question.
Culan hospilality

The Cuban Ministry of Education
and the Cuban Olympiad Organizing

Committee were very successftrl in
hosting this year's Olympiad. In addition to creating a successful and
challenging set of exam questions,
the Cubans treated the students and
coaches to trips to the beach, the bo-

tanical gardens, old

US Physics Team and academic directors Arthur Eisenkraft, Larry Kfukpatrick,
and Avi Hauser.

Havana,

Hemingway's housg and Expo Cub4
as well as musical events. A highlight of the trip to the beach was observing the sun pass directly over our
heads with our shadows at our feet.
Since no commercial flights exist
between the US and Cuba, the team
flew to Mexico City and stayed over-

night before catching a Mexicana

0IlillTUtrl/lllPPttllil0$
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Airlines flight to Havana. Derrick's
flight from Miami to Mexico City to
Havana is certainly one of the skinniest teffestrial triangles that we've
ever dealt with. Try predicting and
then calculating the small angle in
Derrick's flight. How did you do?
How does this compare with the
angles used to measure distances to
local stars when the Earth's major
axis about the Sun is the baseline?

In contrast to the difficulties between our governments, the members and coaches of the US Physics
Team were openly and warmly welcomed by the Cubans and were congratulated on our Independence Day,

|uly 4th. In fact, there was

some
friendly ribbing over the results of the
baseball games between the US and
Cuban teams in preparation for the
PanAmerican Games that were held
near Havana in August.
Selectinu and haininu the tsam
The selection of the 1991 US Physics Team began in November when

invitations were sent to physics
teachers and selected students across

the United States. These teachers
with a sample preliminary exam and were recluested to
nominate their best student(s) who
might be able to compete on the national level. A national exam was
were provided

administered to these 450 candidates

in February. The exam consisted of
multiple-choice questions, selected
by Ed Gettys (Clemson University)
and the AAPT Exam Committee,
and four open-response problems.
The top 75 students were given a sec-

ond, harder exam in March. This
exam consisted of four open-response
problems to be completed in 75 minutes and two additional problems to
be completed in two hours. The top

20 students were then invited to a
training camp during the first week
in |une, held on the campus of the
University of Maryland (UM) and
hostedby the Department of Physics

academic directors of the US Physics
Team are Arthur Eisenkraft (Fox

Lane High School in Bedford, New
York) and LarryD. Kirkpatrick (Montana State University in Bozeman).

They are assisted by coach Avi
Hauser (AT8dT Labs), Tom Kniess,
and Chris Schafer (graduate students
at UM). The students also had the

chance to sample the frontiers of
physics through guest lectures by )im
Gates, |ordan Goodman, and Ellen
Williams from the UM Physics Department, take the physics IQ test i
la Dick Berg (also UM); and learn
some thermodynamics from |ack
Wilson (Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York).
A trip to Washington, D.C., included visits with Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander and the director of the National Science
Foundation Walter Massey. Quick
visits to the Einstein statue at the
National Academy of Sciences and
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
were followed by some free time at
the National Air and Space Museum.
A highlight of the Washington trip
was a dinner hosted by IBM Watson
Research with a fascinating after-dinner talk by Richard A. Webb.
Tho

lggl

US Physics Team

The 20 members of the 1991 US
Physics Team come from all over the
United States, as can be seen in the
following list (the members who represented the team in Cuba are
marked by an asterisk):
Michael Agney, Melbourne High
School, Melboume, Florida (teacher:
Carolyn Ronchetti)
*Derrick Bass, gold medal, North
Miami Beach Senior High School,
North Miami Beach, Florida (teacher:
Barbara Rothstein)
Chang Shih Charl Northeast High
School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
(teacher:Raj G. Rajan)

Robert Hentzel, Ames High

and Astronomy.

Schoof Ames, Iowa (teacher: Charles

During the seven-day c,amp the
students enjoyed problem-solving
sessions, rapid-fire lectures, laboratory experiments, and lots of testing
on extremely difficult problems. The

Windsor)
*R. Michael
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|arvis, silver medal,

Fox Lane High School, Bedford, New
York (teacher: Arthur Eisenkraft)

*Saul Kato (alternate), Evanston
Township High School, Evanston,
Illinois (teacher: Robert Horton)
Irwin Lee, Naperville North High
School, Naperville, Illinois (teacher:

Maxine Wilverding)
Irwin H. Lee, St. John's School,

Houston, Texas (teacher: Mark
Kinsey)

Mark Liffmann, Phillips Acad-

effiy, Andover,

Massachusetts

(teacher: Robert Penin)
Lee Loveridge, Long Beach Poly-

technic, Long Beach, California
(teacher: |im Outwater)
*Theresa

Lynn, NC School of Science and Math, Durham, North
Carolina (teacher: H. B. Haskell)
Daniel Marks, Glenbrook South
High School, Glenview, Illinois
(teacher: |ohn f. Lewis)
*Eric David Miller, honorable
mention, San Francisco University
High School, San Francisco, California (teacher: Tucker Hiatt)
facob A. Morzinski, Los Alamos
High School, Los Alamos, New
Mexico (teacher: Leaf Tumer)
Keith R. Pflederer, Libertyville
High School, Libertyville, Illinois
(teacher: Theodore Vittitoe)
*|ason Sachs, Middletown High
School North, Middletown, New |ersey (teacher: Edward Bechtel)

Eric Brian Shaw, Gaither High
School, Tampa, Florida (teacher:
Terry Adams)

Daniel Spirn, Cherry Hill High
School West, Cherry Hill, New |ersey (teacher: H. K. Chatterjee)

Ryan Taliaferro, Highland Park
High School, Dallas, Texas (teacher:
Robert Roe)
Eric Tentarelli, Phillips Academy,

Andover, Massachusetts (teacher:
Robert Perrin)

All 20 team members returned
home with a library of physics classics valued at over $500.

Ihe 0lympiad in 1002
The XXIII International Physics
Olympiad will be held |uly 5-13,
1992, near Helsinki, Finland. Our
hosts have promised long days and
cool temperatures for the competition. Students who are interested in

competing for a position on the US
Physics Team and who have not received an invitation by December 1
should request an application and

sample test from the US Physics
Team, AAPT, 5112 Berwyn Road,
College

Par( MD 20740.

Sponsol's

The US Physics Team is organized

by the American Association of
Physics Teachers (AAPT). Funding is

organized by the American Institute
of Physics (AIP). Sponsors of the 1991

US Physics Team who contributed

$5,000 or more include AAPT, AIP,
the American Physical Society, the
AmericanVacuum Society, IBM, and
the Optical Society of America. Contributors were the Acoustical Society
of America, Addison-Wesley Publishing, Allyn & Bacon, Inc., the
American Association of Physicists
in Medicine, the American Crystal-

lographic Association, AT&T,
Beckman Instruments/ Bell Core, BP
Research, Inc., COMSAT Laboratories, Ford Motor Company, General
Electric, GTE Laboratories, Hughes
Aircraft Company (Research Lab),

|anis Research Company, Inc.,
Locldreed Corporation, McGraw-Hill
Publishing, Inc., W. W. Norton 8d
Company, Philiips Petroleum Company, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Princeton
University Press, Saunders College
Publishing, Schlumberger-Doll Research, the Society of Rheology, University of Maryland, Westinghouse
Foundation, |ohn Wiley & Sons, and
Worth Publishing.
O

Adapted {rom

a

report appearing

theAAPT Announcer (Sept.

in

1991).

Bullelin huand
lntel'national Space YEal'

Govemments worldwide have des-

ignated 7992 as the International
Space Year. It was inspired in part by
two historrc events commemorated

in 1992

whose themes have special

relevance {or the space age: the 500th
anniversary oi Columbus's voyage to

the New World in 1492, with its
themes of exploration and discovery;
and the 35th anniversary of the 1957-

58 International Geophysical Year
(IGY), with its themes of scientific
inquiry and g1obal cooperation. Together/ the universal perspectives of
scientists and explorers capture the
g1oba1 outlook of the space age. The
ISY in 1992 wi1l be the first year-1ong
worldwide celebration of humanity's
future in this new/ potentially transforming Age of Space.
Space agencies and educational
organizations are coordinating efforts
and activities related to the ISY. The

lanttaryfFebruary 1992 issue of
Quantum is an official publtcation of
the Intemational Space Year and will
be devoted entirely to space science

It will also conrain information on ISY events around the
and math.

country and around the world.
Slace Schnce lnuoluemsllt Prouraln

The National Science Teachers
Association (NSTA) and NASA in-

vite you to participate in the longrunning Space Science Student Involvement Program (SSIP). Since its
debut rn 1980-81, SSIP has involved

nearly one million students in its
program annua11y. The interdisciplinary design of the contests encourages all students to work on a science-related activity.
Students in grades 6-8 work in
teams to design a moon base for hu-

man habitation, while those in
grades 9-12 design and

write up experiments that theoretically couid
be conducted on Space Station Freedom, in the wind tunnel facllity at
NASA Langley in Virginia, at the
drop tower facility at NASA Lewis in
Ohro, or with the supercomputer at
NASA Ames in California. Students
ur all grades can enter the joumalism
and Mars settlement art contests.
A-11 entrants receive a certificate of
participation. Winning students visit
a NASA center or attend the National
Space Science Symposium, have
their artwork seen in a national traveling exhibit, or have their newspaper entry printed in an NSTA publication. The top winners in the Space
Station Proposal Contest compete at
the national level for scholarships
and other prizes.

Teachers can also participate.
They receive the same travel awards
as the student winners, as well as
certificates and plaques. First-time
winning teachers can compete for the

Teacher-Newcomer Award, a weeklong intemship at a NASA center.
This year the National Space Sci-

ence Symposium wili be held in
Washington, D.C., in September.
Winning students will present their
papers/ meet with their representatives on Capitol Hill, and be honored
at both an evening reception and
awards luncheon.
For an SSIP poster and entry guidelines, contact NSTA-SST, 17 42 Con-

necticut Avenue NW, Washington/
DC 20009. The entry deadline is
March 15,1992.
"To0elhet' lo [ulal'$" Iinalists
A panel of judges chosen by NSTA
has announced the three US finalists

in the H. Dudley Wright student
competition, "Together to Mars."
NSTA is the US coordinator for this
intemational competition, which is
sponsored by The Planetary Society.
The competition was held to
spark students' imagination and interest in space travel. Entrants had to
state a problem that would be encountered on a mission to Mars, then
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write a research paper proposing
ways to solve the problem.
The three US finalists are Michael

Brush, Mission Hills, Kansas, for
"The Effects of Microgravity on Cytochrome P-450"; George Zerter,
Mclean, Virginia, for "Microgravity:
Dealing with Weightlessness in a
Mission to Mars"; and Noam Fast,
GlenHead, NewYork, for "Combatting the Negative Effects of Prolonged Space Flight on the Psyche."
The finalists will proceed to the
international level of the competition, where they will compete
against national finalists from other
countries. International winners
each will receive $2,500 and an expense-paid trip to Washington, D.C.,
in August 1992 to accept their
awards at the World Space Congress,
part of the International Space Year
commemoration.

Competition, and the National Fuel
Economy Road Ra1ly Championship.
For more information on the Student

Alternative Fuel competitions, call
Bob Larsen or Marti Hahn at
Argonne National Laboratory, 708
972-6489, or write to Argonne, Building362-28,9700 South Cass Avenue,
Argonne, IL 60439.
)(+aytelescope in sdal' sludy

An X-ray telescope flown on a
NASA sounding rocket above New
Mexico at the time of totality of the
|uly eclipse has produced high-resolution X-ray images of the uneclipsed
sun that promise to complement
other eclipse experiments performed
throughout theworld. The telescope
was built by scientists at the IBM
Thomas f. Watson Research Center
in Yorktown Heights, New York and

at the Smithsonian Astrophysical

in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The goal of the coordinated
data and image analysis is an imObservatory

Sildent Alernatiue tuel cnmrulilions
What has a motor/ chassis, gears,
and tires, is guided by wires, and requires no gas to go? The race cars in
the |unior Solar Sprint, the first national solar-powered model car race.
Said to be the "Soap Box Derby of the
l99Os," this year's race was held in

Washington, DC, in )uly. Students
from junior high schools across the
country raced cars of their own design, powered entirely by solar panels. Each car was judged in two categories: its overall design,
craftsmanship, and appearance and
its performance in a double-elimination 20-meter sprint. Travis
Talmadge, of Oakwood-Oster funior
High School south of Chicago, won
this year's event.
The |unior Solar Sprint is part of
the Student Altemative Fuel Competition program, designed to further
student interest in science and the
envitonment and encourage exploration of alternative energy sources.
The program is operated by the US
Department of Energy and the
Argonne National Laboratory, aresearch facility southwest of Chicago.
Other events planned for this program include the National Gas Vehicle Challenge, the Society of Automotive Engineers Supermileage
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proved understanding of the solar
corona (the tenuous outer atmosphere of the sun that begins approximately 2,000 miles above its surface).
At the heart o{ the X-ray telescope,

called ND(T (normal incidence X-ray

mirror that overcomes the inability of
conventional lenses and mirrors to
telescope), is a multilayer X-ray

work in the X-ray region of the spectrum. A multilayer mirror has the
ability to enhance the low X-ray
reflectivities of the materials of
which they are composed.
The mirror assembly in this X-ray
telescope consisted of 140 altemating
layers of carbon and cobalt, designed

to combine cumulatively the small
amounts of X-radiation reflected
from each of the interlayer boundaries. The thicknesses of those layers-only a few atoms each-were
chosen so that the layers would optimaliy reflect only X rays with specific wavelengths. Here they were
chosen so that optimal reflection
would occur for X rays emitted by
highly ionized atoms of iron and
magnesium. SuchXrays are emitted
from the solar corona at a temperature of approximately 2 million degrees Celsius. The advantage of looking at features recorded at a single
specific temperature is that the images are sharper-not blurred by X
rays emitted at other temperatures.
Researchers believe that normal incidence mnltil ay er X-r ay optics provide
a valuable technique for observing
coronal structure without contamination from radiation at other wavelengths produced by solar regions at
various temperatures.

-Compiled

by Elisabeth Tobia
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Tha dark silhouette of the approaching Moon can be seen on the right

Be your

at lona.
Our "One-on-One Science
Program" pairs selected
science majors with faculty
mentors in important,
original research in such
studies as water quality,
lead poisoning and
computer modeling.
Our science and math
programs offer 10 majors
-from biochemistry to
ecology to physics. lona
has also made a major
commitment to math and
science studies.
Scholarship and financial
aid for qualified students are
part of lona's tradition:
making quality education
affordable.
National honor societies
in the sciences and math
are active at lona. And
our honors programs
recognize and reward outstanding students, encouraging original research and
independent study.

For an application
call 1-800-231-loNA.

IonaCoIIege
715 North Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 108O1-1890
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Let the condition of theproblemhold

for all sides of a pentagon ABCDE
except for side AE (and the corre-

M36

figure 3 ).
sponding di agonal BD
-see
Segments AE and BD are parallel if

Divide the given square into 4 . 4 : 16

congruent squares (fig. 1). Then
points L and K tum out to be nodes
of the grid obtained. The rotation of
the grid through 90" about point I
obviously takes triangle LMD into
triangle IN/(. So angle DLK is equal
to the rotation angle-that is, to 90o
(and, in addition, LD = LKl.

and only if triangles ABE and ADE
have the same area (the triangles have
the common base AE, so the equal-

ity of their

areas amounts to the
equality of their heights-that is, to
AE andBD being parallel). A similar
argument for sides AB, BC, CD, and

A

AKNB

26 pieces, so at least one of the pieces

\

N

must contain two border centers.
This means that 13lines can't separate even the border centers, to say
nothing of the others.

I,

D

;/
Figu?e

Figure 3

c

1

DE and the corresponfing diagonals
parallei to them yields the successive

M37

equalities of areas of triangles EAB
alndABC, ABC ardBCD, BCD ar;.d
CDE, CDE andDEA. So the areas of
EAB and DEA are thesamg and this

We can represent the given table A as
the sum of two tables B and C (fig. 2).

If we assign minuses to numbers in
all three tables in the same way according to the statement of the problem, then the sum of the numbers in
every line of table B and in every column of table C will be zero. It follows
that the sum of allthe numbers in
tables B and C, and so in table A also,

will

completes the proof.

M39
The answer is no. Figure 4 illustrates
the way to draw 14 lines separating

the centers of all the chessboard
squares. To prove that 13 lines won't

be zero.

| 2 3...10
11 t2 13 20
2t 22 23 30

000...0
10 10 10
2fr 20 20

10

1

20

1

9t 92 93

90 90

90

90

100

A

B

Figure 2
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suffice, consider the centers of 28
border squares (fig. 5). They form a
square/ and any 13 lines meet the
sides of this square in at most 26
points. Therefore, such lines divide
this square's perimeter into at most

\

M

Figure 4
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23
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Figure 5
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The succession of numbers l, 2, 3, 4
won't occur in our sequence l, 9, 9,
1, ..., since each even number in it
must be followed by four odd numbers.

Questions (b) and (c| require a
more thorough examination. The
answer to both of them is yes. By the
definition of the sequence/ knowing
the preceding four numbers we can
find the next number. Let's move
along the sequence in the opposite

direction and try to find the number
xpreceding the given four successive
numbers a, b, c, d. Since d is the last
digit of x + a + b + c/ we can write

x+a+b+c:l0,k+d,
or

x= 10k +(d-a-b-cl,
where k is some integer. The number
a digit-that is, 0 < x < 9;, so xis
the remainder of d - a - b - c when

xis

divided by 10. This allows us to
uniqueiy determine x. For instance,
the successi on I , 9 , 9, 1 must be preceded by the remainder of 1 -9 -9 1 = -18 when divided by 10, which is
equal to 2 (not 8!).

Thus, the number preceding a
given succession of four digits is alwaysthe same, no mattar where and
how many times this succession occuts in our sequence.
Taking one more step back, we
find that the same statement is valid

for the number that stands two
places before the given succession;
and in general, given any four successive terms of the sequence/ we can
uniquely restore the entire segment
preceding them.
Now we notice that at least one
four-digrt succession shows up twice
in our infinite sequence, because the
number of such successions is finite

Physics
P36
From the statement of the problem it
follows that the force F is directed at
some angle cx + 0 with respect to the
initial velocity v of the body. (Other-

wise-that is, if o, = 0-the change in
velocity for equal time intervals
wouid also be equal.)
Let OA be the vector of the initial
velocity, AB the vector of the change
rn velocity for the time intervai r after the force is " activated." (See figure 6.1 Then OB is a vector equal (in
rts absolute value) to v, = vlLlthe
bodv s speed after time t). Now let's
drarr- a vector BC that is equal to lABl
and d:rected at an angle cr relative to
O-{. Then OC is equal in its absolute
r-a1ue to r. = vl4 (the body's speed at
the end of the time interval2'c after
the torce u-as activated). Repeating
this same procedure, draw a vector
OD rr hose absolute value is eclual to
r-- ,the bodr''s speed 3t after the force
rias actir-atedl. Let the projections of
AB on the r- and y-axes be Av, and

Figure 7
determine

Ir[

consider a small dis-

hill's surface.
Let the tangent at this point be at
some angle u relative to the horizon
Itis.7l.
Since the child is ascending slowly
and the rope tension T is directed

piacement

As along the

along the tangent (that is, along As),
we can assume the sled is in equiiib-

rium,

so

that

Fft = tr-A/:

pmg cos

cr.

The work AI4f done against the force
of friction in the displacement As is

LW2= pmg cos

cr .As.

1i' , respectively.
I 11f

We can see from figure 7 that

1L

As cos cr equals Ax minus the hori-

- -\-.-'t - -\v : = v'14,
r - lr: -- 111v,)r =v')ll6.

zontal displacement of the sled; so

1'

it's clear that the total work done
against friction in lifting the sled to

Takrng rnto account that

the top is

(it equals 10,000). Denote the repeatedsuccessionby a,b, c, d. Letits
first occurrence be n places away
from the origrn of the sequence. This
means that stepping n places back
from the first a, b, c, d, we come to
the initiai fow numbers 1, 9, 9, L.Brtt
we'll also find the same numbers n
places before the second occurenee
of a, b, c, d.This means that the succession 1,9 ,9 ,I is repeated in our sequence/ giving the affirmative answer to question (b).

Finally, as we've noticed above,
the digit preceding 7,9,9, 1 is 2, so
the succession2, !,9, 9 can be found
in our sequence. And this is the answer to question (c).

r-.: =,r,

rre

irna111-

* 3Av*), + l3Lv,)2,

in that the total horizontal displacement of the sled is 1.
So the total work I4l done by the
child is

get

v:,=vO

Wz= $m91,

14.

W:Wr+W,
: mgh + pmgl
: mg(h + ill

P37
The u,ork done in lifting the sled is
the sum of two parts: the work done
agalnst gravity W, = mgh and the
rvork done against friction W". To
D

Figure 6

and doesn't depend on the steepness

of the

hill.

P3B
A heiicopter's lift (and an airplane's
as well) depends on the density of the
air. It's cooler in the morning, and the
air is noticeably denser. That's why
helicopters cartcarry greater loads in

0l,[ilIUil/AitslYERs, ilrirrs &

s0Ll|Tl0ils

5g

the moming. For airplanes, the increase in lift in the morning only
matters during takeoff and landing;
for helicopters, this is significant for
the entire duration of the flight. In
the thin mountain air the difference
is substantial. So helicopterpilots in
the mountains prefer to fly "in the
thick moming air."

P39
Connect points A and B to abattery
% (fig. 8). It's clear that the potentials
at C andD are equal; the same is true
about the other pair of points E and
F. This means that no current flows
along the section of wire connec,ting
points C and D, nor along that connecting E and F (the broken lines in
figure 8). So we can get rid of these
sections without changing the total
resistance. The resistance of this simplified circuit is quite easy to calculate:

which is the sum of a vanishing geometric series with the factor q =
(l - llklz, and so

l

=-

I

ao(.
2[

)

,lZ+t)

The problem also has an exact solution. For the change in the beam's
intensity after successive reflections

we can write

_ap

-J'

pz

=io

1_

K

k2-(k-t)2

I
2k-t 2k-r
I
9

k = 5 this differs only slightly
(10%) from the approximate solu-

For

tion.

Bl'ainlea$El'$
836
Answer: 415 .382 = 158,530.

837

,,-h - I - I
22k10

I
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lo^

inclined.) The intensity of the light
that has passed through the first mirror is.ro = //< (where k is the "extinction factor" and equals 5 according to
the statement of the problem). The
light "trapped" between the mirrors
is successively reflected by them and
gradually emerges {since the mirrors
are semitransparent); the amount of
light emerging to the right is approximately equal to that emerging from
the left.
So the total intensity of the light
passed is

lao_-ol

Res=il+r.+.*ol
-l_o \. ap*^lz'
)
1

12

Figure 9

(a\
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-at kt-q

Fill the pot and tilt it as shown in figure 10. Because of the symmetry of
the cylinder, 3 liters of water will be
left. Now fill the jug and pour 3 liters
out of it into the pot (until the pot is
ftrll). Then exactly 1 liter of waterwill
be left in the iug.

1)'

r(,r -; I
lt, --l0l
K/
\

,

ir=i,(r-+l'=rnl
ul t-]
'\.

'

k)

k1

:

Figure
Every time the light falls on the second mirror, it partially emerges to the

right:

, -loJJ , -lr 13-k,"'
r
'r- k,'r- k, -jz
When the light is reflected off the
second mirror, it returns to the first
mirror, is partially reflected, and, falling on the second, increases the total
intensity of the beam of light.
Let 1be the intensity of the initial
light beam. (See figure 9-for illustrative purposes the incident beam is

00
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838
Draw a circle whose center is at the
vertex O of the given angle; label the
points where it meets the arms of the

The total intensity of the light passed
is

I'=It*Ir+Ir+...
1,. +tt+tz+...)
=;(lo
R

=?[,.('-*)'.('-+)-.

I

Figure

'11

ang1eA and B (fig. 11). Using only a
compass we can successively mark

points C, D, E, and F on the circle
such that AC = AO, BD = BC, DE =
DC, and EF = EB. Then points E and
F lie on the trisectors of the angle,
since angle BOC = arrgle DOB = 50'
- 54" = 6', angle BOE = angle EOF =

lB'=

54"13.

839
Label the coins 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5,7 in
clockwise order. Tum over coins 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, then2, 3, 4, 5,6, and so on
seven times, each time shifting the
first coin of the succession one position cloclavise/ so that the last group
is7,1,2,3,4. Eachtimewe tum over
five coins, so every coin will be
tumed over five times and everrtually
will stay upside down.
Turning four coins over at atttrlie,
one can't turn all seven of them over.
To see this, write +1 on the heads of
the coins and -1 on the tails. Then

turning a coin over amounts to

changing the sign on its upper side.
When we tum four coins over, four
signs are changed, so the product of
all +1's and -1's on the upper sides of

the coins always stays the same,
whereas after turning over all seven
coins it would have changed its sign.

Try to prove that with the "fivefold moves" one can turn over any
given subset of the seven coins, and
with the "fourfold moves" any subset having an even number of coins.

840
While being transported overseas,
cotton absorbs moisture anci so gets
heavier. The captains made allowance for this increase in the cotton's
weight.

a

#

@BY#BA-|B4 = lABl4

=

e.

2. The answer is no. Every figure
made up of an even number of
squares can be cut into a domino (fig.
l2al or "diagonal domino" (fig.
l2b)-figures composed of two
squares having a single common ver-

..

-:-,' :-

to?): (AB)'0, where lkl = ciP ani :::=
sign of k depends on the chorce of ti:e
origin O, changing when O is shrrted
to the neighboring point oI P's boundLry.

b

Figure 12
tex. For both of these figures t = e
(with respectto Dol.
3. The desired group consists of all
expressions of the form

AkrBlr...Akr81,

Cot'l'eclions
In the answer to Brainteaser
B32 (Sept./Oct.): for "shaded"
read "yellow"; fot "AED" read
" BCF" i for " ABF" tead " ABE."
In the same issue, the first
displayed equation in column 2
on page 26 contains several errors. The second instance of
"hy" in the first line should
read "hv"'; the numerator in
the last line should read
"2hLv2" i finally, what looks like
a prime on the "v" in the last
line is actually a comma setting
off the entire equation. The
equation should read:

such that the corresponding polygonal curve, which mayhave sel{-intersections, is closed and bounds the fig-

ure whose "oriented area" cattbe
divided by n. (The oriented area in
this case can be calculated as follows.
Take any unit square of the grid inside the polygon and find the number
of full clockwise tums that are made
by the vector joining the center of the
square to a point on the line when
this point runs along the entire line.
This number can take any integer
value. Then add up these numbers for
all the squares.)
4. For the given polyomino P, t(P)
(ABl"
or(BA)18.If AandB arereflec=
tions in lines that meet at an angle of
n/18, then AB and BA are the rotations by angles nl9 and -rcf 9, rcspectively, so lABltB = e.

- hv'

LE= hv

_ch

),

_

ch
). + A),

Zhzv2

5. Consider a group G generatedby

mcz +Zhv

two elements A and B satisfying only

OUANTUM
lnalte$ a

Pulyominoes
r.t(T:

m

two relations: Ar = B: =

prove by induction over the :t-:::t.:
of squares in the polyomrnc, . ::-.:

[srleclUitt!

Use the response card in this issue to order Quantum for
your child, grandchild, nephew, niece, mother, father,
friend ... Six colorfuI, challenging entertaining issues for
only $14.00!

Factor x into fhe Quantum equation,
where x ls any potential Quantum
reader you know!
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earned r-ts
*ET; T: 'mic reputation
by degrees,
Florida Institute of Gchnology has everything you'd expect
both in and
from a university. Including a lot of degrees
out of the classroom.

-

For example, we offer more than 121 degree programs, from
A.S. to Ph.D., specializing in Science, Engineering,
Business, Psychology and Aviation. Our modem campus is
located on Floridds famous Space Coast, in the heart of one
of Americds fastest-growing business areas.

No*, add an annual

average temperature of 7 5 degrees,

miles of clean, uncrowded beaches, and every water sport
you can think o( and you know why students prefer EIT,
For more facts about EIT,, the University with all those
degrees, call TOLL FREE 1-800-352.8324, IN FLORIDA

1-900-3484636,

Florida Institute of Technology
MELBOURNE
150 West University Blvd., Melbourne, FL 3290t
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Purlrail ol IhrEE puzls Urace$
Against the background of group theory
by Will Oakley
OU DON'T FLd\T TO BE A GROUP THEORIST
to see that the three popular puzzles in figure I have

in common. Although they're totally
different in design and appearance, all three pose
the same problem: to restore the randomly scrambled
puzzle to its pristine orderlr' srare \the soiid coloring of
the cube faces, natural order oi numbers on the pieces of
the i5 puzzle, and 12 o'clock on all l8 dials of "Rubik's
clock"). But the reader rvho s learned some elements
of group theory-perhaps aiter readrng the math articles
in this issue-wiIl see a much nore proiound connection
between these puzzles and rt r-Ll atpreclate them for the
unique opportunity to literaLir- "touch" groups.
something

There are lots of group puzzles and puzzle groups. I'11just
give a few examples of horv grou:s are applied topuzzles,
and how puzzles illustrate som- rotions of group theory.
So, what do groups have to d.o rr-rth puzzles? Let's look
atptzzles as systems that can undergo certain manipulations lactions or processesr ra<rng rhem from one state
to another. Each action is a su:cession of elementary
moves, described by the rules ol :he game: siiding pieces
to a blank space in the 15 pu:-,e, turning the faces of
Rubik's cube, or rotating cog r'-heeis to make the hands
oi Rubik s ciock go around. Two

,
I

I

Alexey Sosinsky at the beginning of this issue), while elementary moves are the generators of this group. So the
basic problem-"find a chain of moves that produce the
required result"-can be reformulated as "express the
given element of the goup in terms of the generatorc."
"What do I need all this scientific stuff for?" you
may be saylng. "I've never heard about groups/ generators, or whatever else you want to foist off on me, but I've
been doing the 15 puzzle all my life without any problems!" And basically you'lIbe right. But let me remind
you of the craze that seized half of the world 100 years
before Rubik's cube, when the ingenious inventor of the
15puzzle, Sam Loyd, offered a $1,000 prizelin 1873!)for
the first corect method of res toring the numeric order in
the box when pieces 14 and 15 are initially rcverced.
Henry E. Dudeney, another greatplJzzle inventor, said
that " it has been stated, though doubtless it was a
Yankee exaggeration, that some 1,500 weak-mindedpersons in America alone were driven to insanity" by the
15 p:uzzle. But Loyd was risking nothing (which he knew
full well). And the proof of the unsolvability of Loyd's
problem is based on group theory, or rather, on pennu-

tation groups.
Each process permitted by the rules of the 15 puzzle

successiLrns performed one after
the otner constitute a single one

can be associated with the permutationp indicating how
the pieces are moved in this process. For instance, let the

anJ le rermine a composite ac-

regular position be transformed into the "rnagjc square"
in figure 2a (where the red number 15 stands for the
blank space/ and the sum of the other numbers in every
row, column, or diagonal is the same). The arrows in figure 2b show the displacements of all the pieces including the blank space ("piece" l5l. Following the arrows,
we find that piece 1 was carried to space numberp(1) = 3
(that is, the space occupied by piece 3 in the regular position), piece 2 stayed where it was (so plzl: 2), 3 went
to 16, and so on, resulting in the anay

:ion'

an1- succession can be

undone by undoing all
moves in reverse order. This means that
these actions make a

group

(see
the article

by
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The permutation / that would solve Loyd's problem is a
single pair exchange of two elements (14 and 15)' Each
singJe move in theptzzle is also a pair exchange of two
elements-of "piece" 16 and one of the neighboring
pieces. Now, every process that brings the blank space
back to the right bottom comer of the box consists of an
even number of moves, since the number of up-moves in
it must be equal to the number of down-moves and the
numbers of right- and left-moves must also be the same.
So the single pair exchange I must be represented as a
sequence of an even number of pair exchanges. But it can
be proved that, although a permutation can be represented by sequences of pair exchanges in many different
ways, the pailty of the number of exchanges will be the
same in all rcpresentations. The unsolvability of Loyd's
problem flows directly from this. Now try to figure out
whether the "magic square// in figure 2a is attainable
from the ordered position.
Sam Loyd had to come up with an unsolvable challenge to draw the attention of millions of people to his
prz.zle: the problems in the 15 ptszzle that can be solved
are too easy to excite people. Emo Rubik didn't have to
resort to such underhanded means: it's much more difficult to do the cube, and lots of wretches were driven to
despair by the thought that they'd overscrambled their
cubes so that no one would ever set the tricky thing to
rights. The solution always exists, of course, because
when you play the cube you aiways stay within its group,
and every process in the group is invertible-that is, unless you disassemble your cube. If you take it apart and
put back together at random, you'llbe able to restore the
iolors by tuming faces with a probability of only I ll2 (to
get the unsolvable position in the 15 ptzzle, you also
have to take the pieces out of the box and put them back

wise tum of the right face (these are the widely adopted
notations). This commutator permutes three edges in cyclic order and at the same time performs two pair exchanges of corners. In all, seven small cubes are moved,
which is not too practicable. But if we repeat process C
twice, the corners will obviously come back, though
twisted, so we'llget a single triple-cycle on the edges. The
triple iteration of C is even more useful: it brings all the
edges back to their initial positions, leaving just the two
pair exchanges of the comers. {The sixfold iteration restores the initial position of all the cubes. A group-theorist would say that C is an elernent of otder 6.) So our
commutators generate two very useful processes. There
are algorithms based completely on the commutators of

two tums.
But the most impressive application of groups to
"cubology" was the record algorithm oi the English
mathematician Monven B. Thistlethwaite, which restores the solid coloring oi thc iaces in not more than 52
moves, whatever the initial state is. Most of the algorithms consist of steps detennined b1' the geometry of the
cube: some of them restore the cube ial'er by layer; others put the corners in place iirst, then the edges; and so
on. Thistlethwaite found an apt succession oi subgroups,
embedded one in the other, starting rvtth the enttre group
oi the cube and ending in the trir-tal group qrvhi'ch contains only the identity process, cone sponding to the regular state of the cube). The subgroups are generated by
gradually reduced sets of tums-for example, the nextto-last set comprises onl1- the hali-tums oi all the faces.
So the goal of each step is to bring the cube into the state
that can be put in order br- a process of the next subgroup-that is, using onlr- rhe turns of the next set of
generators. However strange 1I mat se em, none of the
small cubes must be put in its place until the last stepl
More details of this algorrthm, and other remarkable applications o{ group theotl- to cubology," can be found in

in).

Rubik's cube is an ideal aid for a student of group
theory, better than anything that ever was and, perhaps,
ever will be invented. One can hardly find a notion of this
theory that can't be illustrated with the cube. Take, for
instance, commutatorc-elements of the fotmfA, B) ABA-rB-r, mentioned in Y. P. Solovyov's article. They
play the most important role in almost ali algorithms for
solving the cube. Lr the simplest case, A and B are the
turns of two adjacent faces of the cube, as in figure 3,
1
showing the effect of C : [F-t, R], where F is the counterclockwis e I 14 tt:rnof the front face, and R is the clock-
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Figure 3

the Handbook of Cubik Mathby Alexander H. Frey and some of the hands through a certain angle 5 depending
David Singmaster (Enslow Publishers).
on what buttons are pushed; the other hands don't move.
A few words about the third puzzle, Rubik's clock- It's convenient to measure this angle by points on the dial
the youngest of the three (it's just three years old). It dif- or in "hours" (1 hour = 30 degrees). A1l the different ways
fers from the other two in that it is commutative: the o{ choosing the "transmission" and the wheel that's
effect of a series of moves doesn't depend on their order, turned yield 31 different ways of tuming the hands. So we
so it's completely determined by the number of iterations
can denote by", (i = l, ...,31) the total angle by which the
of each elementary move in the sequence. That's why hands are turned with all the ith moves occurring in the
Rubik's clock is much simpler than Rubik's cube (al- required process, and calculate the resulting tum oi each
though, perhaps, more complicated than the 15 puzzle). hand by summing up the tums produced by all moves.
In order to comprehend how much commutativity sim- Equating the linear expressions thus obtained to the deplifies aptzzle, imagine for a moment that the cube has sired tum angles for each hand yields a system of linear
turned commutative. in this case the order of face rota- equations that can be solved by a routine procedure used
tions doesn't rnatter at all: rve just have to know the to- for similar (though somewhat simpler) systelns in high
ta1 angie of rotation of each iace, rvhrch can take the valschool algebra. One thing worth rnentioning is that the
ues 90" . rt, where k : 0, 1, 2, 3. \\rith just six faces, u-e'd "numbers" r involved rn our equations should, in fact,
be able to obtain at lxost -1i : +,096 drlferent processes. be treated like angles. for example , ii x, :7 ancl x, = 8,
In fact, the number oi cube processe ,i rhat rs the order then -r * x. = 3 (= 15 - 12J. A mathematician would say
ofthecubegroup)equals8l .1ll .-l .I:=J-l i0 ap- that our r,a?rabies aren't integcrs but elements of the cyproximately 1016 times morel What ma\.s :re cli.ck nor chc goup of order 12 qor the group of rotations of the reguso easy to solve is the greater numl-,er i-ri =,s:rc:rr,,-ra1ar. 11-gon-agarn see Sosinsk,v's artrcle). However dull
moves (31 compared to 6 for the cube' anrl iir :1. {\ 1,,-:\- rnd cumbersLlire, the algebraic solution of the clock
in which they are interlaced with each i,:::: E*: :-,:,r .'r'L-rrkS aL1 rrght, once again demonstrating the power of
mathematician this ptzzle is in a certarn sc:t:. ::-'.'-.. :: r-:up theon-.
least theoretically. Given the readings ot ai- :-r. :-.-. :r.
Thesc ar. tust three lanclmarks in the vast realm of
can find the angles by which the hands sh, *-:'--: :-:--- j
f , rL-: pu-:lasr rr-e'11 continuc to explore it in future issues
to indicate 12:00 o'clock. Each elemenra:-. :r -.; r*:r: -.i
O
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